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ABSTRACT 
ABSTRACT 
Metal complex-DNA interaction has become a subject of extensive research as 
many of the applications e.g., cancer chemotherapy, metallopharmaceuticals and 
artificial nucleases depend on binding interaction between the DNA helix and the 
metal ion core. Thus all developments in this area could lead to advances in drug 
design. 
Metal complexes are particularly well suited for the study of these interactions as 
they offer the possibility of evaluating the steric and electronic factors on binding 
with nucleic acids through systematic change of the metal and the coordination 
sphere. There is a specific binding mode of the complex to DNA helix either 
through the intercalation or groove binding via vander Waal's forces/hydrogen 
bonding. Platinum containing compounds, such as cisplatin typically bind 
covalently to DNA, various copper(ll) phenanthroline or copper(II) porphyrins 
bind either to surface of DNA within the minor groove in a non intercalative mode 
or by intercalation mode as suggested by Veal and Rill. Similarly Schiff base 
complexes of chromium(III) prefer binding by non intercalative mode i.e., (major 
groove binding). Intercalation, however is a common binding motif for d and d 
metal complexes containing polyaromatic diimine ligands. Alternatively, a number 
of coordination sites are available for a metal complex on a nucleobase, ribose or 
phosphate of a nucleotide or oligonucleotide, for example organotin reacts with 
sugar phosphate backbone of the DNA which results in the conformational 
changes of the DNA and then ligand phenanthroline of C2H5SnCl2(Phen) 
intercalates into the double helix DNA causing unwinding of DNA. 
With the advent of cisplatin cis-Pt(NH3)2Cl2 an antitumour drug, the metal based 
compounds have received much more attention, and a quest for analogue of 
cisplatin having improved clinical properties has motivated researchers to study 
the mechanism of metal complex-DNA interaction clearly and explicitly. To 
examine the interaction of complexes with calf thymus DNA, we have synthesized 
the novel series of metal complexes containing nitrogen and sulphur donor atoms 
and the complexes are adequately characterized by various spectroscopic 
techniques. The DNA binding mode has been evaluated by u.v.-vis. spectroscopy. 
Electrochemistry has been applied to probe both intercalation and electron transfer 
in DNA and was particularly useful in probing metal-DNA interaction by 
studying redox mechanism involved in aqueous medium. Kinetic studies ascertain 
the mode of binding of calf thymus DNA to these complexes and the rate 
constants kobs/k'DNA-compiex at room temperature were calculated using linear least 
square regression method. 
A new boroderivative of ciprofloxacin and its copper(II) complex was synthesized 
and characterized by the elemental analysis, i. r., e. p. r., u. v-vis., and n. m. r. 
spectroscopy. Electronic, e. p. r. spectral data and the molar conductance measure-
ments suggest that the complex possess square planar geometry and is ionic in 
nature. The reaction kinetics of the ligand and its copper(Il) complex with calf 
n 
thymus DNA has been monitored spectrophotometrically in aqueous media. The 
kobs values were calculated under pseudo-&st order conditions and it was observed 
that copper(II) complex is more efficient DNA inhibitor than free borate of 
ciprofloxacin. The redox behavior of the free copper(II) complex and calf thymus 
DNA bound copper(II) complex in aqueous solution was investigated by cyclic 
voltammetry. The cyclic voltammogram of the copper(Il) complex exhibits one 
quasi-reversible redox wave for one electron transfer corresponding to Cu"/Cu^  
redox couple with E1/2 values -0.613 and -0.649 V respectively. On interaction 
with calf thymus DNA, the copper(II) complex exhibits shift in E1/2 values 
corresponding to 0.013 and 0.035 V respectively. 
In another set of experiments, synthesis of new five coordinated copper(II) and 
nickel(II) complexes of L-valine derived from benzil and 1,3-di-aminopropane 
Cu(Il)/Ni(II) complex was carried out. The complexes were characterized by the 
elemental analysis, i. r., n. m. r., e. p. r., and the molar conductance measurements. 
The complexes are ionic in nature and exhibit penta-coordinated geometry around 
the metal ion. The absorption spectra of calf thymus DNA and C25H36N5O2CUCI 
was recorded spectrophotometrically in H20/MeOH (95:5) at A^ ax of calf thymus 
DNA at 260 nm and 30 °C temperature. On interaction with calf thymus DNA, 
there is shift of 9 nm and large hypochromicity. Small changes in the A^ ax and 
hypochromicity are attributed to intercalation. The kobsS"^  values were calculated 
at varying concentration (10-18 xlO"^  mol dm'^ ) of calf thymus DNA by ploting 
logA versus time and the plot of kobs versus DNA concentration gave a straight 
m 
hne suggesting the pseudo-first order dependence. CycUc voltammogram of 
C25H36N5O2CUCI exhibits one quasireversible redox wave correspondmg to the 
Cu /Cu redox couple with E1/2 values of-0.377 and -0.273 V respectively at a 
scan rate of 0.1 Vs"\ On interaction with calf thymus DNA, the complex 
experiences shift in E1/2 as well as in Ep values suggesting that calf thymus DNA is 
bound strongly to the complex. 
The interaction of organotin compounds with different biomolecules e.g., 
carbohydrates, nucleic acids, amino acids and peptides have attracted great 
attention due to the versatile coordination behaviour of organotin cations towards 
molecules containing different types of donor sets, e.g., oxygen, nitrogen and 
sulphur in both solid state and solution state. The industrial, agricultural and the 
medicinal apphcations of organotin complexes cannot be underestimated. Many 
dialkyltin derivatives exhibit anticancer activity on different tumour cells and 
their structure in solid state are well characterized. 
In order to have better understanding of organotin complex-DNA interaction, we 
have synthesized a novel organotin complex, from benzimidazolethiol and 
triphenyltin chloride, subsequentiy its copper(n), nickel(II) and cobalt(II) 
complexes were prepared in 1:2 molar ratio. All the complexes were characterized 
by various physico-chemical methods. The electronic and e.p.r. spectral data 
suggest square planar geometry for copper ion. Interaction of organotin and its 
cobalt(II) complex with calf thjonus DNA was studied by uv-vis spectroscopy and 
cyclic voltammetry in aqueous medium. The complex after interaction with calf 
IV 
thymus DNA shows a shift in absorption spectrum and hypochromicities 
indicating an intercalative mode of binding. This is ftirther supported by the 
electrochemical behavior of cobalt(ir) before and after the interaction with calf 
thymus DNA. The cobalt(ir) complex experiences a shift in E^ values as well as 
in Ep. The ratio of anodic to cathodic peak current is ~ 1, while for DNA bound 
complex, the ratio decreases suggesting that calf thymus DNA is bound strongly to 
the complex. Kinetic studies of organotin and its cobalt(II) complex reveal a 
pseudo-first order rate law, as the plot of kobs versus DNA gave a straight line. 
A new ligand bis(5-nitroindazolyl) methane has been synthesized and 
characterized by elemental analysis, i. r., ^H, ^^ C and 2D cosy n. m. r., 
spectroscopy. A series of transition metal complexes have been prepared 
and new bimetallic complexes of copper(II) and cobalt(II) with dimethyl-
tin dichloride have also been prepared. All the complexes have been 
characterized by various physico-chemical methods. The molar conduc-
tance data of mono and bimetallic complexes show that all complexes 
are ionic in nature.The electronic spectra and the e.p.r. values show that 
copper(II) is four coordinated and acquires square-planar geometry. The 
kinetics of the complexes C30H20N14O14CU and C32H26Ni40i4CuSnCl2 
towards calf thymus DNA has been studied spectrophotometrically. The 
kobs values were calculated under pseudo-first order conditions at 
different concentrations of calf thymus DNA (10-18 x 10"^  mol dm"^). 
The kinetic data is further supported by the electrochemical studies. The 
V 
redox behaviour of copper(II) monometallic and bimetallic complexes 
was studied in the presence and in the absence of calf thymus DNA in 
aqueous solution by cyclic voltammetry. The cyclic voltammogram of 
the monometallic copper(II) complex reveals a quasi-reversible and one 
electron transfer Cu"/Cu^ couple corresponding to E1/2 values -0.620 and 
-0.656 V respectively at scan rate of 0.1 V s"\ The bimetallic complex 
of copper(II) also reveals a quasireversible well separated half waves 
corresponding to the E1/2 values -0.569 and -0.607 V respectively due to 
the reduction of Cu"/Cu'. On interaction with calf thymus DNA both 
monometallic as well as bimetallic complex exhibit shift in Em values. 
The ratio of Ipa/Ipc for monometallic and bimetallic complex decreases, 
which clearly suggests the strong binding of complexes to calf thymus 
DNA. 
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ABSTRACT 
ABSTRACT 
Metal complex-DNA interaction has become a subject of extensive research as 
many of the applications e.g., cancer chemotherapy, metallopharmaceuticals and 
artificial nucleases depend on binding interaction between the DNA helix and the 
metal ion core. Thus all developments in this area could lead to advances in drug 
design. 
Metal complexes are particularly well suited for the study of these interactions as 
they offer the possibility of evaluating the steric and electronic factors on binding 
with nucleic acids through systematic change of the metal and the coordination 
sphere. There is a specific binding mode of the complex to DNA helix either 
through the intercalation or groove binding via vander Waal's forces/hydrogen 
bonding. Platinum containing compounds, such as cisplatin typically bind 
covalently to DNA, various copper(Il) phenanthroline or copper(II) porphyrins 
bind either to surface of DNA within the minor groove in a non intercalative mode 
or by intercalation mode as suggested by Veal and Rill. Similarly Schifif base 
complexes of chromium(III) prefer binding by non intercalative mode i.e., (major 
groove binding). Intercalation, however is a common binding motif for d and d 
metal complexes containing polyaromatic diimine ligands. Alternatively, a number 
of coordination sites are available for a metal complex on a nucleobase, ribose or 
phosphate of a nudeotide or oligonucleotide, for example organotin reacts with 
sugar phosphate backbone of the DNA which results in the conformational 
changes of the DNA and then ligand phenanthroline of C2H5SnCl2(Phen) 
intercalates into the double helix DNA causing unwinding of DNA. 
With the advent of cisplatin cis-Pt(NH3)2Cl2 an antitumour drug, the metal based 
compounds have received much more attention, and a quest for analogue of 
cisplatin having, improved clinical properties has motivated researchers to study 
the mechanism of metal complex-DNA interaction clearly and explicitly. To 
examine the interaction of complexes with calf thymus DNA, we have synthesized 
the novel series of metal complexes containing nitrogen and sulphur donor atoms 
and the complexes are adequately characterized by various spectroscopic 
techniques. The DNA binding mode has been evaluated by u.v.-vis. spectroscopy. 
Electrochemistry has been applied to probe both intercalation and electron transfer 
in DNA and was particularly useful in probing metal-DNA interaction by 
studying redox mechanism involved in aqueous medium. Kinetic studies ascertain 
the mode of binding of calf thymus DNA to these complexes and the rate 
constants kobs/k'oNA-compiex at room temperature were calculated using linear least 
square regression method. 
A new boroderivative of ciprofloxacin and its copper(II) complex was synthesized 
and characterized by the elemental analysis, i. r., e. p. r., u. v-vis., and n. m. r. 
spectroscopy. Electronic, e. p. r. spectral data and the molar conductance measure-
ments suggest that the complex possess square planar geometry and is ionic in 
nature. The reaction kinetics oi the hgand and its coppeitll) complex wilii calf 
n 
thymus DNA has been monitored spectrophotometrically in aqueous media. The 
kobs values were calculated under pseudo-first order conditions and it was observed 
that copper(II) complex is more efficient DNA inhibitor than free borate of 
ciprofloxacin. The redox behavior of the free copper(II) complex and calf thymus 
DNA bound copper(II) complex in aqueous solution was investigated by cyclic 
voltammetry. The cyclic voltammogram of the copper(II) complex exhibits one 
quasi-reversible redox wave for one electron transfer corresponding to Cu"/Cu' 
redox couple with E1/2 values -0.613 and -0.649 V respectively. On interaction 
with calf thymus DNA, the copper(II) complex exhibits shift in E1/2 values 
corresponding to 0.013 and 0.035 V respectively. 
In another set of experiments, synthesis of new five coordinated copper(II) and 
mckel(II) complexes of L-valine derived from benzil and 1,3-di-aminopropane 
Cu(II)/Ni(n) complex was carried out. The complexes were characterized by the 
elemental analysis, i. r., n. m. r., e. p. r,, and the molar conductance measurements. 
The complexes are ionic in nature and exhibit penta-coordinated geometry around 
the metal ion. The absorption spectra of calf thymus DNA and C25H36N5O2CUCI 
was recorded spectrophotometrically in H20/MeOH (95:5) at X^^ of calf thymus 
DNA at 260 nm and 30 °C temperature. On interaction with calf thymus DNA, 
there is shift of 9 mn and large hypochromicity. Small changes in the ^ax and 
hypochromicity are attributed to intercalation. The kobsS"^  values were calculated 
at varying concentration (10-18 xlO"^ mol dm"^ ) of calf thymus DNA by ploting 
logA versus time and the plot of kobs versus DNA concentration gave a stiaight 
III 
line suggesting the pseudo-first order dependence. Cyclic voltammogram of 
C25H36N5O2CUCI exhibits one quasireversible redox wave corresponding to the 
Cu"/Cu' redox couple with E1/2 values of-0.377 and-0.273 V respectively at a 
scan rate of 0.1 Vs'\ On interaction with calf thymus DNA, the complex 
experiences shift in E1/2 as well as m Ep values suggesting that calf thymus DNA is 
bound strongly to the complex. 
The interaction of organotin compounds with different biomolecules e.g., 
carbohydrates, nucleic acids, amino acids and peptides have attracted great 
attention due to the versatile coordination behaviour of organotin cations towards 
molecules containing different types of donor sets, e.g., oxygen, nitrogen and 
sulphur in both solid state and solution state. The industrial, agricultural and the 
medicinal applications of organotin complexes cannot be underestimated. Many 
dialkyltin derivatives exhibit anticancer activity on different tumour cells and 
their structure in solid state are weU characterized. 
In order to have better understanding of organotin complex-DNA interaction, we 
have synthesized a novel organotin complex, fi:om benzimidazolethiol and 
triphenyltin chloride, subsequently its copper(n), nickel(ll) and cobalt(II) 
complexes were prepared in 1:2 molar ratio. AH the complexes were characterized 
by various physico-chemical methods. The electronic and e.p.r. spectral data 
suggest square planar geometry for copper ion. Interaction of organotin and its 
cobalt(II) complex with calf thymus DNA was studied by uv-vis spectroscopy and 
cyclic voltammetry in aqueous medium. The complex after interaction with calf 
IV 
thymus DNA shows a shift in absorption spectrum and hypochromicities 
indicating an intercalative mode of binding. This is ftirther supported by the 
electrochemical behavior of cobalt(II) before and after the interaction with calf 
thymus DNA. The cobalt(II) complex experiences a shift in Ei/2 values as well as 
in Ep. The ratio of anodic to cathodic peak current is ~ 1, while for DNA bound 
complex, the ratio decreases suggesting that calf thymus DNA is bound strongly to 
the complex. Kinetic studies of organotin and its cobalt(II) complex reveal a 
pseudo-first order rate law, as the plot of kobs versus DNA gave a straight line. 
A new ligand bis(5-nitroindazolyl) methane has been synthesized and 
characterized by elemental analysis, i. r., H, C and 2D cosy n. m. r., 
spectroscopy. A series of transition metal complexes have been prepared 
and new bimetallic complexes of copper(II) and cobalt(II) with dimethyl-
tin dichloride have also been prepared. All the complexes have been 
characterized by various physico-chemical methods. The molar conduc-
tance data of mono and bimetallic complexes show that all complexes 
are ionic in nature.The electronic spectra and the e.p.r. values show that 
copper(II) is four coordinated and acquires square-planar geometry. The 
kinetics of the complexes C30H20N14O14CU and C32H26Ni40i4CuSnCl2 
towards calf thymus DNA has been studied spectrophotometrically. The 
kobs values were calculated under pseudo-first order conditions at 
different concentrations of calf thymus DNA (10-18 x 10"^  mol dm"^). 
The kinetic data is further supported by the electrochemical studies. The 
V 
redox behaviour of copper(II) monometallic and bimetallic complexes 
was studied in the presence and in the absence of calf thymus DNA in 
aqueous solution by cyclic voltammetry. The cyclic voltammogram of 
the monometallic copper(II) complex reveals a quasi-reversible and one 
electron transfer Cu'VCu^ couple corresponding to E1/2 values -0.620 and 
-0.656 V respectively at scan rate of 0.1 V s"'. The bimetallic complex 
of copper(II) also reveals a quasireversible well separated half waves 
corresponding to the Em values -0.569 and -0.607 V respectively due to 
the reduction of Cu'VCu'. On interaction with calf thymus DNA both 
monometallic as well as bimetallic complex exhibit shift in E1/2 values. 
The ratio of Ipa/Ipc for monometallic and bimetallic complex decreases, 
which clearly suggests the strong binding of complexes to calf thymus 
DNA. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
Nitrogen donor and nitrogen sulphur donor ligands form crucial building blocks 
for a variety of metal complexes synthesized during half past century [1-20]. The 
chemistry of the metal complexes containing N4 or N2S2 donor sets has been 
extensively studied owing to their diverse applications, for example in the 
formation of catalysts in olefin polymerization [21-25] or hydrodesulfiirization 
[26,27]. 1,2,4-triazolate and tetrazolate ligands are used as precursors for 
deposition of thin films of nitride materials [28-31], photosensitizers [32], enzyme 
models for biological systems [33-43] and in the chemotherapy [44-47]. The 
complexation sites of many enzymes viz. superoxide dismutase, carbonic 
anhydrase, alcohol dehydrogenase are nitrogen, nitrogen sulphur and nitrogen 
oxygen donors. Thioether sulphur is coordinated to the iron atom of the electron 
transfer protein cytochrome C''^ ^ or copper(II) of protein plastocyanin (Met-92) and 
blue copper protein through nitrogen and sulphur donors. Thus donor systems 
have biological significance, as the synthetic enzyme models are designed 
according to the prerequisite of the biological phenomenon to be mimmiced. 
There are number of reports in which transition metal complexes containing 
nitrogen and sulphur donor atoms bind to DNA via intercalation or cause 
structm^al deformation in the DNA helix [48-59], e.g., copper(I) or rhodium(III) 
complexes derived from phenanthroline ligand -(1,10 phenanthroline or 9,10 
phenanthrenequinone diimine) bind tightly to DNA via intercalation and serves as 
scaffolds for the molecular recognition of DNA ftmctions [60-62]. The 
intercalated phenanthroline complexes of rhodium(lll) and iridium(IIl) also 
function efficiently as electron acceptors and photooxidants in electron transfer 
reactions mediated by the TT stacks of DNA [63-66]. Electiochemistry can be 
applied as a useful probe to study both intercalation and electron tiansfer in 
DNA [67-70]. Critical evaluation of the ability of DNA to mediate long range 
phen R= H, R'= H 
dmp R=Me, R' = H 
bcp R=Me, R'=Ph 
Figure 1. Phenanthroline ligands and ligand abbreviations 
jg. transfer is an important part of the rational design of new therapeutic complexes 
especially those required for radiation sensitization therapy of cancer [71]. 
Transition metal complexes play an important role in drug-nucleic acid 
interactions, as they offer the possibility of evaluating the electronic and steric 
factors on binding with nucleic acids by altering the metal ions and the 
coordination sphere. They can be promoted for use in drug design or molecular 
biology, elucidating the role of the metal ion in enzyme catalysis [72,73]. 
6" 
6C r 
-Pt- -N 
CH3 
Figure 2. Structure of [Pt(terpy)(CH3)]'^ X 
The &st weU documented example of an uitercalating metalloreagent was the 
complex (2-hydoxyethanethiolato) (2,2':6',2"-terpyridine)platinum(II), [Pt(terpy) 
(HET)t [74,75]. 
The mthenium(II) polypyridyl complexes are another important class of 
metallointercalators. Norden and Co-workers on the basis of similarity of the 
binding geometry to the actinomycin-D have proposed that both A- and A-
1+2 [Ru(phen)2dppz] intercalate the minor groove [76,77]. Closely related to the 
A-[Ru(phen)2dppz]'^ i^s [Ru(phen)2dpq]^ ^ (dpq = dipyTido-[3,2-f: 2',3'-h] quin-
oxaline) which also intercalates from minor groove of a hexanucleotide [78,79]. 
A-[Ru(phen)dppz] A'[Ru(phen)dpq] 
dppz dmphen 
Figures. Structure of the A- and A-[Ru(phen)2dpq] complex and the dmphen 
^ 
and dppz ligand. 
The binding of copper ions to DNA is well established, as is the ability to cleave 
DNA particularly when copper(II) and copper(I) ions are complexed with certain 
metal ion chelators. Commonly used oxidative cleavage agent is the bis(l,10 
phenanthroline-N^-N^^) copper(I) cation [(OP)Cu^] [80,81]. In presence of H2O2 
or O2 and a reducing agent, it efficiently cleaves B-DNA in the minor groove and 
has been used as foot printing reagent or a probe for DNA/RNA structures [82,83]. 
There are number of reports on copper(II) complexes e.g., copper(n) macrocyclic 
complexes which promote the cleavage of plasmid DNA and phage DNA [84,85]. 
Histidine is a biochemically important ligand for copper(II) binding in many 
biological systems [86]. Histidine residues are often involved in natural hydrolytic 
metalloenzyme active centers, for example alkaline phosphatase, ribonuclease and 
carboxypeptidase A, they have a potential to bind speciJScally to DNA, Histidine-
metal ion mteractions (with Cu^ ,^ Ni", Zn" etc) have been studied extensively. Pin 
Yang et al have shown that copper(II)-L-histidine complexes effectively promote 
hydrolytic cleavage of plasmid DNA at physiological pH and temperature [87]. 
The interaction of copper(n/I) complexes of 2,9-dimethyl-l,10-phenanthroline 
with calf thymus DNA has been investigated using absorption, circular dichroic 
spectral, electrochemical techniques and viscommetry [88]. The absorption 
spectra of [Cu (^bcp)2]^  (bcp = 2,9-diinethyl-4,7-diphenyl-l,10-phenanthroline) 
and the [Cu (^dpsmp)2]^ " (dpsmp = 2,9-diniethyl-4,7-bis(sulfonatophenyl)-l,10-
phenanthroline) in the presence of calf thymus DNA reveals hypochromism and 
hyperchromism, suggesting strong binding with calf thymus DNA. 
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Figure 4. Charge transfer spectra of [Cu^  (dpsmp)2] '^(0.035 mM) in the absence of 
(...) and in the presence of (—) increasing amountof calf thymus DNA. 
The redox behaviour of [Cu (^dmp)2]^  (dmp = 2,9-diniethyl-l,10-phenanthroline) 
and [Cu (^bcp)2]^  bound to DNA were studied and these complexes experience a 
negative shift in E1/2 and decrease in AEp values which suggests that both 
copper(II) and copper(I) forms bind to DNA. 
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Figure 5. CycHc voltammogram of 0.1 mM [Cu" (dpsmp)] '^ in the absence (-) 
and the presence of (-) of 6 mM NP [NP = Concentrated stock 
solution of DNA]. 
A series of mert cationic cobalt(III) complexes-sar, (sar = sarcophagjne-
3,6,10,13,16,19-hexaa2abicyclo [6,6,6] icosane) cage complexes covalently linked 
to polycyclic rings, such as anthracene or phenanthrene act as DNA binding and 
cleaving agents. The hydrophobic polycyclic aromatic groups bound to the 
hydrophilic cobalt(III)-sar cage are soluble in water and they have prospect of 
intercalating with DNA as the complex being cationic can interact with negatively 
charged phosphodiester backbone of DNA. 
Dixon et al have elucidated the mechanistic pathway of these complexes and 
shown that the molecules are capable to undergo photoinduced intermolecular 
electron transfer reactions [89]. Either the singlet or triplet state of anthracene 
reduces the cobalt(III) ion to cobalt(II), resulting radical cation would be powerful 
oxidant able to cleave DNA by an oxidative mechanism or the complex cation at 
4 + 
(b) 
Figure 6. (a) and (b) Structure of cobalt(III) cage complexes 
higher energy (-250 nm) undergoes a ligand to metal charge transfer to generate 
cobalt(II) center. Both these approaches of binding of cobalt(III)-sar-anthracene to 
DNA were studied spectrophotometrically. The absorbance spectrum exhibits 
decrease in absorbance (hypochromicity) and the red shift in the absorption 
maxima which is indicative of intercalative DNA binding. 
Cationic water soluble metalloporphyrin derivatives form another class of 
metallointercalators. The binding mode depends on the size and the charge of the 
porphyrin meso substituents, on the identity of the metal and on the nature of the 
axial ligation [90-92]. Binding studies are motivated due to their potential medical 
applications, as one of the porphyrins, meso tetrakis (N-methyl-4-pyTidiniumyl) 
porphyrin [TmpyP(4)]^ '* exhibit activity against human immunodeficiency virus 
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(HFV-l), the vims responsible for AIDS [93,94]. This complex has also been 
studied recently as an inhibitor of telomerase, a potential target for new 
antitumour drugs [95,96]. Marzilli et al have reported cobalt(III) porphyrin 
[CUjCoipoTyf^ cations and studied the binding of these cations to DNA [97]. 
The changes in DNA viscosity in the visible spectra and CD spectra in the soret 
region were used to assess DNA binding. A large hypochromicity of the soret 
bands of [CH3Co(por)]''* cations was observed upon outside binding to DNA [98]. 
Upon binding of [CH3Co(por)]'*^ cations to DNA polymers, the soret bands exhibit 
blue shifts whereas the soret bands of the corresponding [(H20)2Co(por)] ^ cations 
exhibit red shifts. The blue shifts strongly suggest that the [CHsCoCpor)]"*"^  cations 
become five coordinate to some extent on DNA binding. This is first good 
N* (CHg), 
Figure 7. Structure of porphyrin ligand 
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evidence for the presence at equilibrium of five coordinate [CH3C0 (N4)] forms in 
water [97]. 
Recently, five coordinated chiral porphyrin complex was synthesized and the 
conformational changes induced by this porphyrin in calf thymus DNA were 
studied spectrophotometricaliy in our laboratory [99]. The complex 
[(TPP)Co(Trp)] after interaction with calf thymus DNA shows a shift in the 
absorption spectrum and a large hypochromicity, indicating intercalating binding 
mode. The observation was fijrther confirmed by the electrochemical behaviour 
Figure 8. Structure of five coordinated porphyrin complex 
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of [(TPP)Co(Trp)] before and after interaction with calf thymus DNA. The 
complex experienced a shift in E1/2 and decrease in Ep. The ratio of cathodic to the 
anodic peak currents Ipc/Ipa was ~ 1 while for tiie DNA bound complex Ipc/Ipa < 1 
suggesting that calf thymus DNA moiety is bound strongly to the complex. 
The biological and the antitumour activity of organotin has been well 
demonstrated [100] e.g., di and trialkyltin complexed to a variety of ligands are 
effective against P-338 Leukemia [101,102] and the implications of oraganotin 
compounds in cancer prophylaxis [103,104], compounds have been tested in 
various tumours [105] and most pronounced activity is shown by diorganotin 
derivatives [106]. AUq^ ltin compounds are also explored as fimgicides and 
insecticides [107]. Triall<yltin acetates are toxic towards fungi as Botrytis allici, 
Penicillium italicum, Aspergillus niger and Rizopus nigrican and to insects as 
housefly, the toxicity decreases with the increase in the length of the C-C 
backbone of their aU^l residues [108,109]. 
In organotin compounds, the central tin atom uses sp hybrid orbitals to link 
tetrahedraUy to four ligands. The presence of vacant 5d orbitals on the central tin 
atom in these compounds make them suitable for the complexation, as they can 
expand their coordination number to trigonal bipyramidal [RaSnXL] or octahedral 
[R2SnX2(bipy)] respectively. Thus the central tin atom can accept electrons readily 
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from nitrogen or oxygen donors of target biomolecules viz. sugars and phosphate 
moiety of ATP and DNA/RNA [110,111]. 
Evidence for the coordination of dimethyltin(rV) cations to phosphate groups of 
DNA or DNA fragment has been found in both solution [112] and in the solid 
state [113]. Di or trialkyltin cations may also bind to protein and glycoprotein of 
ceU membrane as well as to cellular protein, Bu2Sn^^ or BusSn^ to ATP-ase and 
acetylcholine esterase of human erythrocyte membrane [114]. Solid state studies 
oO 
R. 
R' X 
„ ^ R OOC 
n—OOC JJSn—OOC '^Sn 
H;O H , < ^ R H,N 
^ 
Figure 9. Schematic structures of the alkyltin cations 
.^^snicm 
OH 
X = CH2S03 (TBA-TA) 
(TBT-GA) 
Figure 10. Structure of tri-n-butyltin taurocholate (TBT-TA) and tri-n-butyltin 
glycolate(TBT-GA). 
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on the interaction of dia%ltin(IV) cations with peptides revealed trigonal 
bipyramidal complexes with terminal amino, deprotonated amide and carboxylate 
coordination [115,116]. Organotin binding to biological macromolecules is still 
very rare in the literature viz. trialkyltin(IV) cation bind to imidazole nitrogen in 
mitochondrial ATP-ase [117] and quantitative description for such studies has not 
been given so far. Similarly low molecular weight compounds present in 
biological fluids may bind to the organotin cations significantly altering their 
speciation. The characterization of organotin complexes with macromolecules can 
be employed for designing new organotin model compoimds having potential 
pharmaceutical applications. Currenti>; a number of dialkyltin derivatives are 
known to exhibit anticancer activity and their structures are well characterized in 
tiie solid state [118,119]. 
HeterobimetaUic complexes have become subject of fi-ontier research, owing to 
their diverse apphcation m homogeneous catalytic processes, in enzyme model 
systems for metalloproteins, viz. superoxide dismutase, oxidases, peptidases and 
magnetic exchange between the paramagnetic centers [120-135]. Bioinorganic 
chemists have made considerable eflforts to study the active sites involving 
more than one metal center due to their diversity in biology [136-141] e. g.. 
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II/-t„II Figure 11. Structure of Ni ''Cu'' [HLOX"'] 
dicopper sites in hemocyanin and tyrosinase, diiron(III) sites in methemerythrin, 
ribonucleotide reductase and heterobimetallic sites of iron(III) and copper(II) in 
respiratory cytochrome oxidase, which catalyses the four electron reduction of 
dioxygen to water in the mitochondria of eukaryotic cells. Relationship between 
spin coupling and molecular structure has fostered the emergence of molecular 
magnetism as an interdisciplinary field [128,129,142]. 
Much attention has been devoted to the Ugands which are robust so that 
fragmentation of the complex in subsequent reaction is inhibited. The use of 
metalloligands is an example of robust system, where the Ugands bound to one 
metal have free coordination, so that they can bind to a second metal of the same 
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or different kind [143-148]. Noncyclic ligands containing multiatom bridge such 
as phenol moiety separating two polyamine fragments form dinucleating 
compartments and are capable of holding two metal ions in close proximity [149]. 
Bosnich et al have explored number of unsymmetrical dinucleating ligands which 
have two metal binding sites, one 6-coordinate and one 4-coordinate (open site) 
[146,150]. 
The purpose of this design is to allow a substrate, such as O2 to bind to the open 
site but be reduced by both metals e.g. for a dicobalt(II) complex binding of O2 to 
the open-site cobalt(II) leads to the formation of a dicobalt(III) peroxide complex, 
analogous process is encountered in hemerythrin. In dinuclear bimetallic omplexes 
. . ^ ^ ^ 
V ^ 
n+ , ^ ^ ^ n+ 
•H 
B 
Figure 12. Structure of dinuclear complexes 
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bearing redox active centers, the redox properties of one center can be efficiently 
conmiunicated to the neighbouring redox center [151-153]. 
Cusamano et al studied the interaction of the platinum(II) polypyridine complexes 
with double helix DNA with a variety of experimental technique at 25 °C, pH-? 
[Pt(quaterpy)]2+ = 4.7 10-5 M [Pt(terpy)(py)]2+= 3.3 10-5 M 
300 320 340 360 380 
X,nm 
[Pt(bipy)2]2+ = 2.7 10-5 M 
300 320 340 360 380 
X,nni 
-T r-
300 320 340 360 380 
X, nm 
[Pt(terpy)(2-CH3py)l2+ = 3.5 10-5 M 
300 320 340 360 380 
X, nm 
Figure 13. Spectrophotometric titration of complex with DNA (2.7 xlO"^  M) 
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and 0.15 M ionic strength [154]. Induced circular dichroism, strong hypochrom-
ism and red shifts of the absorption maxima of the complexes and increase in 
viscosity characterize the process. Intercalation, implying the whole molecule or 
part of it, is the suggested binding mode. 
0.4 1 
•a 
V) 
0.2 
0.0 
[DNA]/[complex] = 10 
0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 
[tu] 
0.10 
Figure 14. Plot of kobs (s'') vs [tu] for reaction of [Pt(terpy)(py)]^^ with Thiourea 
[Complex] = 5 X 10"^  M) (O) in the absence and (•) in the presence 
of DNA. 
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hi an another experiment, Cusumano et al have studied the influence of DNA 
on the reactivity of series of [(terpyridine)] platinum(II) complexes [155]. The 
kinetic behaviour of diese substances has been thoroughly examined. The 
experiments were performed spectrophotometrically at 25 °C, pH-7 and various 
ionic strength in the presence of and without calf thymus DNA. The reactions 
occur in one observable step and plots of kobs against nucleophile concentrations 
gives straight line with zero intercepts. DNA inhibits all the rate reactions studied 
without altering the rate law. 
+ DNA 
300 320 340 360 380 400 
X, nm 
Figure 15. Spectrophotometric titration of Pt(4'-o-tolylterpy)(2-CH3py)] with 
DNA (phosphate buffer, 1.0 x 10"^ M ; NaNOg, 1.5 x 10^ ^ M). 
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In another set of kinetic experiments, the reaction of cis and trans PtCl2(^^H3)c-
C6Hii'^ NH2 with guanosine 5'-monophosphate at 310 K and pH 7 was studied 
using ['H, ' ^ ] n.m.r. method [156]. Plots of dependence of time on the 
concentrations of the species observed during the reaction are shown in JBgure 16 
t ^ GMP 
V^ 
18.9il.3xlO-V. 0.19±0.02X10'V'M' ' 
Z91±0.l6xlO'V ^ 5 . ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
g 
JGMP 
CM*-/ 
-NH^ W^m^^ 
0-04310.004 xKfV'M^ 
• * 
Scheme 1. 
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Labels 
• (9) 
• (10) 
A (11) 
O (12) 
D (13) 
1000 1500 
Time/min 
Figure 16. Calculated curves and the experimental n.m.r. points for the time course 
of the reaction between the complex [PtCl2(NH3) (c-C6Hi/^NH2)] and 
5-GMP 
The binding of the fluoroquinolones, homofloxacin and enoxacin have been 
investigated at neutral pH through the combination of several techniques. (u.v.-
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vis., induced circular dichromism, fluorescence emission spectra) [157]. Both the 
nature and the efficiency of the binding are dependent on the buffer concentration. 
Significant hypochromic effects, accompanied by the change in the shape of the 
absorption band were observed for these compounds. These compounds seem to 
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Figure 17. Absorption spectra of (a) LOM (4.5 xlO"^M) and (b) ENX (1.6 xlO'^ M) 
m 10' M phosphate buffer, at pH 7.4 in the presence of increasing 
amount of calf thymus DNA LOM = Lomefloxacin, ENX = Enoxacin 
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be in close proximity to the DNA bases and partial intercalation into the DNA 
helix is also not ruled out. The piperazinyl ring behaves as a pivot from one 
binding mode to the another. The studies clearly show that it can interact with the 
negatively charged phosphate of DNA through electrostatic interaction [158]. 
In a recent report, the DNA binding properties and the biological activity of the 
Ru(II) quinonediimine complexes of cyclam were studied by various biophysical 
H .<^^N 
Hivfe,,^ .--^^ Hr*,,^ ' '^^--^,^ H > ^ , , ^ - S ^ 
(2)L = 
HN^\^ wvr 
(3)L = 
FigurelS. Structure of (l).[Ru(cyclam)(bqdi)].ZnCl4 (2). Ru(cyclam)(nqdi).C104 
and (3). Ru(cyclam) (phi). CIO4 complexes, 
cyclam = 1,4,8,11- tetraazacyclotetradecane, bqdi - o-benzoquinonediimine, 
nqdi = 2,3- naphthaquinonediimine, phi = 9,10- phenanthroquinonediimine 
and cytological technique [159]. The compound (3) showed significant binding 
with DNA. The compound (3) binds with DNA via intercalation mode with 
binding constant of 5.0 xlO"* M"^  at 20 °C. The most striking feature of this work 
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is that metal complexes with hgands of molecular shape closely related to the 
structure of DNA are likely tobindDNA strongly and possess higher toxicity. 
T 
600 
Wavelength (nm) 
1000 
Figure 19. Uv-vis spectra of 3 (2.86 xlO'^  M) in tris buffer solution with 
increasing concentration of CTDNA (0 - 1.79 x 10"^  M in base 
pairs) at room temperature. Inset: plot of AJA vs [DNA]/[complex] 
and D/AsapVsD. 
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The absorption spectrum of the (3) with calf thjmius DNA show several 
hypochromism at 325, 519 and 778 nm respectively. It is observed that the 
absorption spectral changes are related to the intercalation into the DNA helix by 
thcTc - 7c stacking and dipole-dipole interaction rather than the electrostatic 
binding of the complex to the DNA backbone. Binding results in hypochromism 
and a shift to longer wavelength of the transition of the intercalated chromophore 
[160], which is also evidenced in the present work. 
Present work 
Fluoroquinolines are important class of antibacterial compounds, viz., norfloxacin 
ciprofloxacin which have a fluorine atom at the position 6 and piperazine at the 
position 7 of the quinolinecarboxylic acid. These drugs show a much higher 
antibacterial activity towards gram negative bacteria and gram positive cocci 
[161]. They develop their pharmacological action via specific inhibition of subunit 
A of the bacterial gyrase, an enzyme that controls DNA shape [162, 163]. The 
interaction of these biologically active drugs with calf thymus DNA through the 
intercalative mode can increase the bindiag affinity and thus can be promoted as 
antiviral, anti HTV and anticancer agents [164]. 
o 0 
6 
HN.^  J C,H •2i^5 
Figure 20. Structure of Norfloxacin Structure of Ciprofloxacin 
Novel ligand derived from ciprofloxacin and potasiumborohydride of the type 
K[C34H36N606F2B] has been synthesized and subsequently its copper(n) complex 
was synthesized and characterized by elemental analysis, molar conductivity 
measurements, i.r., u.v.-vis., e.p.r. and n.m.r. spectroscopy. The reaction kinetics 
of the ligand and its copper(II) complex in the presence of calf thymus DNA was 
monitored spectrophotometrically. The redox behaviour of the copper(II) complex 
was also studied in the absence and in the presence of calf thymus DNA by cyclic 
voltammetry. 
In another set of experiment metal-L-valine interaction has been achieved. Amino 
acids play important role at the active center of various metalloproteins, including 
regulating the redox potential of the metal ion, arranging the specific geometry of 
the metal coordination site and restricting the confirmation of the peptide chain 
[165]. This type of interaction promotes the specificity of the molecule to the 
active site including regulating the redox properties. Interaction of the metal ion 
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with amino acids have been well demonstrated and the binding of the amino acid 
complex with calf thymus DNA has also been witnessed earlier [166]. To 
elucidate the mechanism of binding of amino acid complex with calf thymus 
DNA, we have synthesized new valine complex of the type [C25H36N5O2CUCI/ 
C25H36N502NiCl] derived from benzil and 1,3 diaminopropane Cu"/Ni" complex 
and interaction of copper(n) complex with calf thymus DNA was studied by u.v-
vis. spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry in aqueous medium at room 
temperature. 
The chemistry of organotin compounds have been much explored due to the wide 
range of applications, viz., in industry as polyvinyl chloride (PVC) stabilizers, 
green coating materials, in agriculture as fungicides, as bacteriostatic agents and 
in biological processes [167-176]. There is authentic evidence that di and trialkyl 
tin compounds complexed to a variety of ligands are effective against P-338 
Leukemia and in cancer prophylaxis [99,100] and other related physiological 
processes [177-178]. Moreover tin labelled technetium has been used as imaging 
agent for tumour localization [179]. The antitumour activity of di and trialkyl 
compounds involves phosphate moiety of DNA, while the transition metal 
complexes prefer N7 of guanine base of DNA. The design of new antitumour 
compounds incorporating the metal ions preferably (transition and non transition) 
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ensures two fold binding to DNA which can increase efficiency/antitumour 
activity of the drug with less toxic effects as the transition metal ions, such as 
iron(II), cobalt(II) and copper(II) are widely distributed in the human biological 
system. To promote a heterobimetallic system containing tin and transition 
metal, we have synthesized complexes of triphenyltin derived from 
benzimidazolethiol, subsequentiy its complexes were synthesized with cobalt(II), 
nickel(II) and copper(II) metal chlorides. The binding studies of cobalt(II) 
complex with calf thymus DNA were carried out to elucidate the mechanistic 
pathway. Kinetic studies of organotin and its cobalt(II) complex reveal a pseudo-
&st order rate law, as the plot of kobs versus [DNA] gave a straight line. The 
redox behaviour of the cobalt(II) complex of triphenyltin before and after the 
interaction with calf thymus DNA was studied by cyclic voltammetry. 
Heteroaromatic compounds, such as pyrazole and its derivative 3,3'- bipyrazole, 
tris-(pyrazolyl) borate, 5-aryl pyrazole are attracting great attention, as these 
compounds form stable biologically interesting transition metal complexes and 
serve as potent chemotherapeutic agent/tumour inhibitors [180,181]. There is 
scarcity of hteratiire on the pyrazole complexes and their interaction with calf 
thymus DNA double helix, to expand the scope of heteroaromatics, an attempt 
has been made to synthesize and characterize the stable transition metal complex 
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derived by the condensation reaction of the 5-nitroindazole and formaldehyde, 
subsequently the heterobimetallic complexes of the copper(II) and cobalt(II) with 
(CH3)2SnCl2 were also synthesized. Their interaction with calf thymus DNA 
before and after complexation has been studied spectrophotometrically at room 
temperature and the electrochemical studies of copper(II) complex and its 
bimetallic complex has been done to understand the redox behaviour and the 
cooperativity of the two metals in close proximity. 
CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENTAL 
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CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
The following techniques were employed to characterize the complexes 
1. Infra-red spectroscopy 
2. Ultra-voilet and visible spectroscopy 
3. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 
4. Electron paramagnetic resonance 
5. Molar conductance measurements 
6. CycUc voltammetry 
7. Kinetic studies 
Inira-red spectroscopy 
The infrared spectroscopy is a usefiil technique to characterize a compound. It 
results from transition between vibrational and rotational energy levels. I.r. region 
of the electromagnetic spectrum covers a wide rang of the wavelengtii from 
200 cm'^  to 4000 cm"^ It has been found that in i. r. absorption, some of the 
vibrational frequencies are associated with specific groups of atoms and are the 
same irrespective of the molecules in which this group is present. These are called 
characteristic frequencies [182] and their constancy results from the constancy of 
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bond force constants from molecule to molecule. The important observation that 
the IR spectrum of a complex molecule consists of characteristic group 
frequencies which makes i. r. spectroscopy, a unique and powerfiil tool in 
structural analysis. 
Ultravoilet and visible spectroscopy 
When a molecule absorbs radiation, its ener©^ is increased. This increased energy 
is equal to the energy of the photon expressed by the relation 
E = hv 
E = he / A, 
where h is Plank's constant, v and A, are the frequency and wavelength of the 
radiation respectively and c is the velocity of light. Most of tiie compounds absorb 
light in the spectral region between 200 and 1000 nm. These tiansitions 
correspond to the excitation of electrons of the molecules from ground state to 
higher elecfronic states. In a fransition metal, all the five 'd' orbitals viz. dxy, dyz, 
dxz, dz^  and dx%^ are degenerate. However, in coordination compounds due to the 
presence of ligands, this degeneracy is lifted and d orbitals split into two groups 
t2g (dxy, dyz and dxz) and eg (dz^  and dx% )^ in an octahedral complex and t and e in 
a tetrahedral complex. The set of t2g orbitals goes below the original level of 
degenerate orbitals in octahedral complexes and the case is reversed in tetiahedral 
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complexes. Sometime due to transfer of charge from ligand to metal or metal to 
ligand, bands appear in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum, such spectra are 
known as charge transfer spectra or redox spectra. 
Nuclear magnetic resonance 
The nuclei of certain isotopes possess a mechanical spin or angular momentum. 
The n. m. r. spectroscopy is concerned with nuclei having spin quantum number 
1=1/2, example of which include ^H, ^^ P and ^^. 
For a nucleus with I = 1/2, there are two values for the nuclear spin angular 
momentum quantum mmiber m = +1/2 which are degenerate in the absence of a 
magnetic field. However, in the presence of the magnetic field, this degeneracy is 
destroyed such that the positive value of m corresponds to the lower energy state 
and negative value to higher energy state separated AE. 
In a n. m. r. experiment, one applies strong homogeneous magnetic field causing 
the nuclei to precess. Radiation of energy comparable to AE is then imposed with 
radio frequency transmitter is equal to precision or Larmor frequency and the two 
are said to be in resonance. The energy can be transferred to and from the source 
and the sample. The n. m. r. signal is obtained when a nucleus is excited from 
low energy to high energy state. 
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Electron spin resonance 
EPR spectroscopy [183] is the branch of absorption spectroscopy in which 
radiation having frequency in the microwave region is absorbed by paramagnetic 
energy levels of electrons with unpaired spins. The magnetic energy splitting is 
done by applying a static magnetic field. 
For an electron of spin S = 1/2, the spin angular momentum quantum number 
will have values of ms - +1/2. In absence of magnetic field, the two values of ms 
i.e. +1/2 and -1/2 will give rise to a doubly degenerate spin energy state. If a 
magnetic field is applied, this degeneracy is lifted and leads to the non-degenerate 
energy levels. The low energy level will have the spin magnetic moment aligned 
with the field and correspond to the quantum number ms = -1/2. On the other 
hand, the high energy state will have the spin magnetic moment opposed to the 
field and correspond to the quantum number ms = +1/2. 
Conductance measurements 
The conductivity measurements is one of the simplest and easily available 
techniques used to study the nature of complexes. It gives direct information 
regarding whether a given compound is ionic or covalent. For this purpose, the 
measurement of molar conductance (Am), which is related to the conductance 
value in the following manner is made. 
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cell constant x conductance 
Am = 
-3 concentration of solute expressed in mol cm 
Conventionally solutions of 10'^  M strength are used for the conductance 
measurement. Molar conductance values of different types of electrolytes in a few 
solvents are given as, 
A 1:1 electrolyte has a value of 75-95 ohm"^  cm^ mol"^  in nitromethane, 50-75 
1 0 1 1 '^  1 
ohm" cm mol" in dimethylformamide 78-80 and 100-160 ohm' cm mol" in 
methylcyanide [185,186]. Similarly a solution of 2:1 electrolyte has a value of 
150-180 ohm"' cm^ mol"' in nitromethane, 130-170 ohm'' cm^ mol'' in 
dimethylformamide and 140-220 ohm"' cm^ mol"' in methylcyanide. 
Cyclic voltammetry 
Cychc voltanunetry involves the measurement of current-voltage curves under 
diffusion controlled, mass transfer conditions at a stationary electrode, utilizing 
symmetrical triangular scan rates ranging from a few millivolts per second to 
hundred volts per second. The triangle returns at the same speed and permits the 
display of a complete polarogram with cathodic (reduction) and anodic (oxidation) 
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waveforms one above the other. Two seconds or less is required to record a 
complete polarogram [184]. 
Consider the reaction 
O + ne • R (i) 
Assuming semi-infinite linear diffusion and a solution containing initially only 
species O. With the electron held at a potential Ei where no electrode reaction 
occur. The potential is swept linearly at v v/sec so that the potential at any time is 
E(t) = Ei-vt 
or Epeak = Ei/2-0.0285 
The rate of electron transfer is so rapid at the electrode surface that species O and 
R immediately adjust to the ratio according to the Nemst equation which is as 
follows 
-t 
Co (0,t) = Co* - [nFA(7cDo)''']'^  /i(7cXt"T)'''' dx (ii) 
a 
i = nFACo*(7cDoCj)'^ ^x(at) (iii) 
The measured parameters of interest on these I - E curves (cyclic voltammograms) 
are ipa/ipc the ratio of peak currents and Epa - Ep<. the separation of peak potentials. 
For a Nemstian wave with stable product, the ratio ipa/ipc = 1 regardless of scan 
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rate. Ex and diffusion coeffecient, when ipa is measured from the decaying current 
as a base line. The difference between Epa and Epc (AEp) is a useful diagnostic test 
of a Nemstian reaction. Although AEp is slightly a function of Ex, it is always 
close to 2.3RT/ nF. 
A+c-^A' 
EH-*-
Figure 21. (a) Cyclic potential sweep (b) Resulting cyclic voltammogram 
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The technique yields information about reaction reversibilities and also offers a 
rapid means of analysis for suitable systems. The method is particularly valuable 
for the investigation of stepwise reaction and ui many cases, direct investigation of 
reactive intermediates. 
Kinetic studies 
In a closed constant volume system, the rate of a chemical reaction is defined as 
the rate of change with time of the concentration of any of the reactants and 
products. The concentration can be expressed in any units of quantity per unit 
volume e.g. moles per liter, moles per cubic centimeter. The rate will be defined 
as positive quantity regardless of the component whose concentration change is 
measured. 
Consider the general chemical reaction 
aA + bB • cC + dD 
The rate can be expressed as 
-dA . -dB , dC or dP 
dt dt dt dt 
where A, B, C and D designate the concentration in arbitrary units. 
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The rate of a chemical reaction is not measured directly instead the concentration 
of one of the reactants or products is determined as a function of time. A common 
procedure for determining the reaction order is to compare the experimental 
results with integrated rate equations for reactions of different orders. For a first 
order rate equation, integrating by separate variables using integration limits such 
thatat t = 0, c = co and at t = t, c = c. [187]. 
-dc/dt = kc 
or ln(co/c) = kt 
If the reaction is first order, a plot of In c or log c versus time should give a 
straight line with a slope of -k or -k/2.303 respectively. The dependent variable 
chosen is the decrease in concentration of reactant. If this variable is designated as 
X and Co is the initial concentration, 
dx/dt = k(co-x) 
1QCO/(CO-X) = kt 
If however, the conditions for a given reaction are such that one or more of 
concentration factors are constant or nearly constant during a reaction, these 
factors are included in the constant k. In this case, the reaction is said to 
be of pseudo-n*'' order or kmetically n* order where n is the sum of the 
exponents of those concentration factors which alter the reaction [188]. This 
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tune 
Figure 22. 
situation is true for catalj^c reactions where the concentiation of catalysts remains 
constant throughout the reaction, if one reactant is in large excess over another so 
that during the reaction there is only a small percentage change in the 
concentiation of the former reactant. 
All experiments including iuteraction of the complex with calf thymus DNA 
were carried out in aqueous solution witii varying concentrations of calf thymus 
DNA. Kinetic experiments were carried out at Amax of calf thymus DNA. Doubly 
distilled H2O was used throughout. Calf thymus DNA was obtained from Sigma. 
The stock solution of calf thymus DNA was prepared by dissolving it in 10 mM 
tris HCl buffer at pH 7 and dialyzing exhaustively against the same buffer for 
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48 h. The solution gave a ratio of »1 .8 at P^ml^nQ, iudicating that calf thymus 
DNA was free from protein [189]. The concentration of calf thymus DNA was 
determined spectrophotometrically by monitoring the u.v. absorbance at 260 nm 
using 2^60 = 6600 cm"\ The stock solution was stored at -20 °C. All kinetic 
experiments were performed at room temperature under pseudo-first order 
conditions with systronic 119 spectrophotometer. I. r. spectra (200-4000cm"l) 
were recorded on a Carl-Zeiss Specord M-80 spectrophotometer in nujol 
mulls. Microanalysis of samples were obtained on Carlo Erba Analyzer Model-
1106. The electronic spectra were recorded on a Systronic 119 spectrophotometer 
(ESP-300) and n. m. r. spectra on an amx-500 instrument. Cyclic voltammetry 
measurements were carried out on a CH instrument electrochemical 
analyzer. A three electrode configuration was used, comprised a Pt micro-
cylinder working electrode, a Pt wire as auxiliary electrode and Ag/AgCl as 
the reference electrode. 
CHAPTER III 
Synthesis, characterization, electrochemistry and kinetics 
of CTDNA binding of a bis ciprofloxacin borate 
copper(II) complex 
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CHAPTER in 
Experimental 
Cu(N03)2 (hydrated), ciprofloxacin hydrochloride (Cadila) and KBH4 (Fluka) 
were used as received. High purity H2O/DMF (95:5) was employed for the c.v. 
studies with 0.4 M KNO3 as supporting electrolyte. Experiments were carried out 
at room temperature. 
Synthesis of Ugand K[C34H36N606F2B1 
Ciprofloxacin (3.67 g, 10 mmol) was dissolved in DMF (50 cm )^ and to this 
solution was added KBH4 (0.27 g, 5 mmol) in 2:1 molar ratio. The reaction 
mixture was boiled under reflux for ca. 96 h. and allowed to stand for few days. 
A dark red compound, which was isolated, washed with Et20 and dried in 
vacuo. The crude product was recrystallized from MeOH to give fine crystals. 
Synthesis of the copper complex C36H44N7O11F2BCU 
To a solution of ligand (0.71 Ig, 1 mmol) in MeOH (50 cm )^ was added 
hydrated Cu(N03)2 (0.24Ig, 1 mmol). The resulting solution was boiled under 
reflux for ca. 48 h. The reaction mixture was then allowed to stand in refrigerator 
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for ca. 24 h. Dark brown crystals appeared and they were filtered, washed with 
Et20 and dried in vacuo. 
o o 
« -f- KBH, 
0 ^ • 
N 
Cii(NO^ / \ 
(MeOH) 
HN 
\ZTXX 
/ \ MeOH/ \MeOH ^ l ^ N H • (NO3) 
Scheme 2 
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Results and discussion 
I.r. spectra 
The i.r. spectrum of ciprofloxacin borate (Table 2) showed an absorption band 
characteristic of v(BH) at 2137 cm"^  [190]. Although only two v(BH) stretching 
modes were expected, the presence of both *^ B and '^ B in natural boron results in 
multiplicity of bands at 2010, 2139 and 2387, 2440 cm"^  [191]. Bands in the 
3240-3280 cm"^  region are assigned to v(NH) stretching. The formation of borate 
is indicated by the appearance of a v(B-O) band at 1390-1330 (1328) cm"^  
[192,193] and the absence of a v(COOH) band at 1700 cm'\ This is also 
confirmed by appearance of a v(C-O-B) band at 1290 cm"\ In the far i. r. spectra, 
the broad and strong absorption band at 410 cm"' due to v(Cu-O) [194,195] and 
change in the environment of the v(B-0) band confirms the formation of the 
complex. A similar observation for the interaction of carboxylic group with 
NaBH4 has been established by X-ray crystallographic data by Barron et al [196]. 
The v(CK)) stretching appears as a strong broad band at 1620 cm"' [197]. The 
aromatic v(C-H) stretching vibration was observed at 2900 cm"'. 
Electronic absorption spectra 
The spectrum of ciprofloxacin borate shows sharp bands at 45045,38167, 
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30959 and 27777 cm"^  respectively in MeOH. The first two bands are attributed 
to 7t - 7c* transitions and the bands at 30959 and 27777 cm"^  nm to n - 7t* 
transitions. The electronic spectrum of the copper(lI) complex recorded in DMF 
at room temperature exhibits electronic spectral bands at 27027 cm"^  23529 cm'^  
and 22222 cm'' respectively, corresponding to the ^Big—• ^ Eg transition for a 
square planar copper(II) complex [198, 199]. 
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Figure 23. U.v-vis spectrum of borate ligand K[C34H36N606F2B]. 
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Figure 24. U.v-vis spectrum of copper(II) complex C36H44N70nF2BCu 
E.p.r. studies 
I 
The e. p. r. spectrum of the copper(II) complex, recorded at 25 C shows signals 
'for gn and gi at 2.29 and 2.09 respectively. The existence of gn > gi suggests 
that dx%^ is the ground state for the d' [Cu^^] configuration i.e. (eg)'*(aig)^ (b2g)'^  
! (b]g)' [200J. The g values are related to the axial symmetry parameter G by the 
expression G = (gu - 2/ gi- 2) [201]. The g value measures the extent of exchange 
interaction between the copper centers in polyciystalline solids. If G > 4, 
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exchange interaction are neghgible and if G < 4, considerable exchange interaction 
occurs. In the present case, G appears to be less than 4, which shows considerable 
exchange interactions in the complex. The presence of gn > gj. in the spectrum of 
the copper(lI) complex is evidence for square planar geometry around the 
copper(II) atom [202]. 
N. m. r. studies 
In order to obtain a better understanding of the structure of K[C34H36N606F2BJ, 
H and C n. m. r. spectra were recorded. Peak assignments were made on the 
basis of peak integration and multiplicity, hi ' H n. m. r. spectra of 
Figure 25. 2 D COSYn. m. r. spectra of K[C34H36N606F2B] 
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K[C34H36N606F2B] the absence of signal observed for carboxylic group and 
the presence of a signal at 5.99 ppm for NH confirms the fact that boron is 
attached to the oxygen of carboxylic group, rather than to the nitrogen of 
piperazine. On the basis of the H^ n.m.r., complete resonance assignments have 
been carried out for K[C34H36N606F2B] using the 2 D cosy n. m. r. technique. The 
H^ and ^^ C n. m. r. spectra of K[C34H36N606F2B] are given in Tables 3 and 4. 
Redox behaviour 
The cyclic voltammetry of the copper(II) complex was recorded in DMF/H2O 
(5:95) at a scan rate of 0.1 Vs"' and exhibits one quasi-reversible redox wave for 
the one electron transfer Cu°/Cu^ couple with B1/2 values -0.613 V and -0.649 V 
[206] and AEp value of 63 mV corresponding to a simple one electron transfer 
[207]. The ratio of anodic to cathodic peak currents Ipa/Ipc is less than one (0.5). 
At different scan rates (0.1 to 0.3 Vs"'), the voltammogram do not show any 
major change. For a reversible/quasi-reversible wave, Ep is independent of scan 
rate and ip (as well as the current at any point of the wave) is proportional to the 
v'^ ^ [184]. Another redox system is observed with Ei/2 value +0.059 V and 
+0.0208 V at a scan rate of 0.1 Vs"' which may be due to the adsorption process 
on the electrode, a common phenomenon observed for copper complexes. AEp 
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value for this process is 259 mV and the ratio of anodic to cathodic peak 
currents is less than unity. On addition of calf thymus DNA, the copper(II) 
complex experiences a shift in E1/2 values 0.013 V, 0.035 V, 0.047 V and 
also a decrease in Ep values 0.031 V, 0.069 V, 0.018 V and 0.09 V respectively 
at the same scan rate. The ratio of Ipa/Ipc for free copper(II) complex was 0.56, 
while for calf tiiymus DNA bound complex the value decreases to 0.36 suggesting 
that calf thymus DNA is bound strongly to the complex. In addition to the 
changes in formal potential, the voltammetric peak currents decrease upon 
the addition of calf thymus DNA totiie complex. The decrease in the current 
can be ascribed to diffusion of equilibrium mixture of free and calf thymus DNA 
boimd metal complexes to the electrode surface [208]. 
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Figure 26. (a) Cyclic voltammogram of the copper(II) complex (b) Cyclic voltam-
mogram of calf thymus DNA bound copper(II) complex (C) Cyclic 
voltammogram of the copper(II) complex at different scan rates 
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Kinetic studies 
The absorption spectra for calf thymus DNA, K[C34H36N606F2B] and the 
copper(II) complex were recorded spectrophotometrically. The absorption spectra 
of copper(II) complex exhibits well resolved bands at 27027, 23529 and 22222 
cm"^  respectively in DMF/H2O (5:95) at 30 ''C. The bands are attributed to MLCT 
transitions. The kinetic studies were carried out at A^nax (260 nm) of calf thymus 
DNA in aqueous DMF (95:5). After interaction of the K[C34H36N606F2B] with 
calf thymus DNA, the absorption spectrum exhibits shifts ca. 4 mn longer 
wavelength and show hypochromicity. These small shifts in A^nax are accompanied 
by a decrease in absorbance intensity. The rate constants kobs values were obtained 
by the linear least square regression method. A set of kinetic measurements were 
7 7 
made at the varying concentration of calf thymus DNA ( 1 0 x 1 0 , 1 2 x 1 0 ' , 
14 X 10"^ , 16 X lO'^ mol dm"^ ) with respect to time [Fig. 29a] and these experiments 
exhibit excellent linear behaAdour under pseudo-first order conditions [Fig. 30a]. 
Similarly in case of the copper(II) complex, after interaction with calf thymus 
DNA, the absorption spectrum exhibits red shifts ca. 6 nm and decreases in peak 
intensities and hypochromicities.The spectral changes are characterized by an 
isobestic point maintained throughout the set of experiments. Small changes in 
Amax and hypochromicities have been observed in some copper complexes upon 
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interaction with calf thymus DNA [209,88]. The strong hypochromism is 
attributable to the interaction between the electronic states of the binding 
chromophore and that of DNA and red shifts are usually observed for 
intercalation [160] under pseudo-first order conditions. The kobs values were 
obtained by ploting of absorbance versus time [Fig. 29b] and the plots of kobs 
values versus different calf thymus DNA concentrations are linear [Fig. 30b]. On 
the basis of the kinetic data following mechanism has been proposed for the 
copper(II) complex of ciprofloxacin borate complex. 
/V k, 
^%/ + S - J 
A + DNA w 
Ai=C36H44N70iiF2BCu 
S = Solvent p = Produa 
A; 
DNA 
DNA 
P 
Scheme 3. 
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Figure 28. (a) Absorption spectrum of K[C34H36N606F2B] on addition of calf 
thymus DNA (b) Absorption spectrum of copper (II) complex 
after interaction with calf thymus DNA. 
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On the basis of above mechanism following rate law has been deduced for the 
interaction of copper(II) complex with calf thymus DNA. (equation 1) 
Us = k,k2[DNA]/(Li+k2) 
During the kinetic studies, we have observed intercalative binding with calf 
thymus DNA, since both K[C34H36N606F2B] as well as the copper(II) complex 
shows red shift and hypochromicity. Kinetic experiment and voltammetric data 
reveal that copper(II) complex of ciprofloxacin as fine intercalater, as there is 
decrease of peak current in the presence of calf thymus DNA. 
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Figure 29 (a). Plot of absorbance versus time for K[C34El3gNgOgF2B] at the varyiag 
concentration of calf thymus DNA. (b). Plot of absorbance versus time for 
CjgH^N^OjjFjBCu at varying concentration of calf thymus DNA (Fixed concen 
tration of K[C3^ H3gNp;F2B] and C3^^Np„F2BCu = 1 xlO'^ mol dm'^ ). 
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Figure 30 (a). Plot of k^ versus DNA at varying concentration of calf thymus DNA 
(10-16 X 10-^mol dm-^ ) for KCCj^Hj^NpF^B]. (b). Plot of k^^  versus 
DNA at varying concentration (10 -16 x IQ-^ mol dm'^ ) for Cj^H^Np^F^BCu 
(Fixed concentration of K[C3^H3^Np/2^] = 1 xlO-'mol dm"^  and 
C A N , 0 „ F , B C u 1 xlO-^moldm-^). 
Table 1. Colour, m. p., yield and elemental analysis of the K[C34H36N606F2B] and the complex . 
Compound Colour Yield M. p. Found/(Calcd.) % 
% (°C) C H N Q"^Cm^mor' 
K[C34H36N606F2B] Dark red 80 56 57.59 4.80 11.89 
(57.30) (5.05) (11.79) 
[C36H44N7O11F2BCU] Dark brown 70 330 51.10 5.40 12.36 55 
(50.12) (5.10) (11.36) 
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Table 2. I. R. spectral of the complexes data (cm'^). 
Compound 
K [C34H36N6O6F2B] 
[C36H44N70„F2BCU] 
v(B-H) 
2440 
2387 
v(C=0) 
1629 
1620 
v(NH) 
3240 
3280 
v(B-O) 
1328 
1390 
v(CH) 
2827 
2900 
v(Cu-O) 
410 
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Table 3. ^H n. m. r. data of K [C34H36N6O6F2B] and correlation with 2D Cosy n. m. r. (p.p.m.). 
Protons 
Aromatic Protons (m) 
-NH(s) 
-CH2- (m) (Piperazine) 
-CH2- (m) (Cyclopropane) 
-BHr-(d) 
' H n.m.r. 
7.7-8.0 
5.93 
3.1-3.5 
2.2-2.8 
1.2, 0.7 
2D. n.m.r. < 
7.6-8.1 
5.9 
3.0-3.3 
2.4-2.6 
1.2, 0.9 
Correlation 
Ref. 203 
Ref. 204 
Ref. 205 
Ref. 205 
Ref 190 
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Table 4. ^^ C n. in.r. spectra of the K [C34H36N6O6F2B] (p.p.m.) 
Aromatic Carbons (m) 
-C=0 (s) 
-C-N (s) 
N-CH2-CH2-N (m) (Piperazine) 
-CH2-(Cyclopropane) (d) 
-C-F (s) 
106-120 
160 
150 
32.0-54.3 
8.0, 7.5 
153 
J. 
-c-c-c 
190 
175 
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CHAPTER IV 
Synthesis of new five coordinated copper(II) and nickel(II) 
complexes of L-valine and kinetic study of copper(II) 
with calf thymus DNA 
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Chapter IV 
Experimental 
CuCl2, NiCl2, (hydrated) (BDH), 1,3-diaminopropane (Merck), L-Valine (Sisco), 
Benzil (Fluka) were used as received. High purity H20/MeOH (95:5) was 
employed for the cyclic voltammetric studies with 0.4 M KNO3 as supporting 
electrolyte. Experiments were carried out at room temperature. 
Synthesis of Complex C6H20N4CUCI2 
To the solution of the copper chloride (1.71 g, 10 mmol) in MeOH (50 cm )^ was 
added 1,3-diaminopropane (1.66 g, 20 mmol) in 1:2 molar ratio. A blue precipitate 
was obtained, filtered, washed with ether and dried in vacuo. 
Synthesis of Complex C6H2oN4NiCl2 
To the solution of the nickel chloride (2.37 g, 10 mmol) in MeOH (50 cm )^ was 
added 1,3-diaminopropane (1.66 g, 20 mmol) in 1:2 molar ratio. A purple 
precipitate was obtained, filtered, washed with ether and dried in vacuo. 
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Synthesis of Complex C20H26 N4CUCI2 
To a solution of benzil (0.210 g, 1 mmol) in MeOH (50 cm )^ was added 
C6H20N4CUCI2 complex ( 0.282 g, 1 mmol) in 1:1 molar ratio. The resulting 
solution was boiled to reflux for ca. 20 h, while dark green precipitate was 
obtained, which was washed thoroughly with ether and dried in vacuo. 
Synthesis of Complex C20H26 N4NiCl2 
Benzil (0.210 g, 1 mmol) was dissolved in MeOH (50 cm ) and to this solution 
was added C6H2oN4NiCl2 complex ( 0.279 g, 1 mmol) in 1:1 molar ratio. The 
resulting solution was boiled to reflux for ca. 28 h, while dark red precipitate 
was obtained, which was washed thoroughly with ether and dried in vacuo. 
Synthesis of Complex C25H36N5O2CUCI 
To a hot solution of L-valine (0.117 g, 1 mmol) in MeOH (50 cm )^ was added the 
complex C20H26N4CUCI2 (0.456 g, 1 mmol) in DMF. The solution was boiled to 
reflux for ca. 36 h and further concentrated, then allowed to cool and left overnight 
in the refrigerator. Blue coloured complex was obtained, filtered, washed with 
ether and dried in vacuo. 
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Synthesis of Complex CasHseNsOjNiCI 
C2oH26N4NiCl2 (0.452 g, 1 mmol) was dissolved in DMF and added to a hot 
solution of L-valine (0.117 g, 1 mmol) in MeOH (50 cm^). The solution was 
boiled to reflux for ca. 42 h and further concentrated. The solution was then 
allowed to cool and left overnight in the refrigerator. Light green coloured 
complex was obtained, filtered, washed with ether and dried in vacuo. 
h=o ^^\ -HP 
P"^  I I .CI. Ph' L J .CI 
R = 
NH, pn 
Scheme 4. 
-HCl fVal: +valine 
Pk 
t^ '^X/''"' 
....- -0—C-f-R 
N^ NH2 O 
Ph' L J .CI 
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Results and Discussion 
I. r. spectra 
The most prominent bands in the spectra of the complexes are listed in the Table 
6. The infrared spectrum of the complex C20H26N4CUCI2 is devoid of absorption 
characteristic of the v(C = O) group. A strong band at ca.l590 cm"^  assigned to 
the v(C=N) vibration indicates the formation of the complex C20H26N4CUCI2 [210]. 
A sharp band at 3290 cm"' was assigned to the v(N-H) stretching absorption [211]. 
The alkyl CH2 group show characteristic stretching absorption bands in the region 
2950, deformation bands at 1478 and rocking modes at 715 cm"' respectively. The 
phenyl groups show v(C-H) sttetching at 3025 cm"' and v(C=C) stretching at 1520 
cm"' respectively. The presence of the bands at 425-445 cm"' region in all the 
complexes corresponds to the v(M-N) vibrations [212]. The free amino acid shows 
two bands at 1610-1660 and 1395-1430 cm' region corresponding to the 
antisymmetric and symmetric (COO") stretching vibrations respectively. On 
complexation, these bands shift to lower and higher wavenumber respectively, 
indicating that amino carboxylate group is involved in the complex formation. The 
symmetric v(COO") stretching band appears at 1350 cm"' due to the coordination 
of carboxylic group of amino acid to the metal ion through oxygen. This is fiirther 
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supported by the appearance of v(M-O) band in the 370-395 cm"^  region 
respectively, which confirms the coordination of the amino acid through oxygen 
[213]. The complex C25H36N502CuCl/C25H36N502NiCI exhibit characteristic 
stretching absorption bands in the region 2947 cm"\ deformation band at 1480 and 
rocldng mode at 713-720 cm'\ On the basis of the i.r. spectral data, we propose 
the coordination environment of the complexes as given in the scheme 4. 
£. p. r. spectra 
The e. p. r. spectrum of C25H36N5O2CUCI recorded at room temperature shows 
signal for gn and gi at 2.25 and 2.07 respectively, which is consistent with the 
square pyramidal geometry around copper(II) ion. The copper(n) exhibits dx%^ 
ground state with gn > gi > 2.0, which is the most common ground state of these 
compounds [214]. 
Electronic spectrum 
The electronic spectrum of C25H36N502NiCl recorded in MeOH shows a band at 
16393 and 27777 cm'^  which could be assigned to the ^Bj •^E(F) and 
^Bi—•^A2, ^E(P) transitions respectively [215]. These values are consistent with 
pentacoordinated environment around nickel(n) ion [216,217]. The electronic 
spectrum of the complex C25H36N5O2CUCI recorded in MeOH shows a broad band 
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at 15503 cm\ which is due to the d-d transition assigned to the pentacoordinate 
geometry around copper(II) ion [218]. 
N. m. r spectra 
In order to arrive at the correct structure of the complexes C2oH26N4NiCl2 and 
C25H36N502NiCl, H^ and ^^ C n. m. r. spectra have been carried out and are given 
in the Tables 7 and 8. The H^ n. m. r. spectrum of C2oH26N4NiCl2 recorded in 
DMF shows a multiplet at 7.51-7.93 ppm due to the phenyl protons. The multiplet 
due to the CH2 protons and CH3 protons were observed at 3.70-3.80 ppm.and 
0.62-1.80 ppm respectively. The primary amine proton signal was observed at 5.0 
ppm. In the complex C25H36N502NiCl, the absence of carboxylic proton signal of 
the amino acid confirms coordination to the metal through oxygen atom of 
carboxylic group. There was no major shift in the 5 values after coordination of 
amino acid to the metal. The primary amine signal appears at 4.90 ppm [219] and 
CH2 proton signal at 3.62-3.74 ppm. The mutUplet due to the phenyl protons 
appear at 7,17-7.43 ppm. 
Redox behaviour 
The cyclic voltammetric studies provide an insight to the calf thymus DNA 
binding. The cychc voltammogram recorded for the complex C25H36N5O2CUCI in 
H20/MeOH (95:5) at a scan rate of 0.1 V s'^  reveals one electron quasi-reversible 
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Figure 31 (a). Cyclic voltammogram of complex C25H36N5O2CUCI (bj Cyclic 
voltammogram of C25H36N5O2CUCI at different scan rates. (C). Cyclic 
voltammogram of the complex C25H36N5O2CUCI in presence of calf 
thymus DNA 
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Cu"/Cu^ wave with E1/2 values as -0.377V and -0.237V respectively (Fig.31a). 
The ratio of anodic to cathodic peak currents is ~ 1. At different scan rates (0.1-
0.3 Vs"^ ), the voltammogram do not show any major change (Fig. 3 lb). For a 
reversible/quasi-reversible wave, Ep is independent of scan rate and Ip (as well 
as the current at any point of the wave) is proportional to the v'^ ^ [184]. The AEp 
value is larger than the Nemstian value observed for the one eletion fransfer 
couple. Large peak width for one electron couple Cu'^—• Cu^  in these complexes 
is not an uncommon observation [220,221]. This is due to the reorganization of the 
coordination sphere during the electron transfer and has been observed in number 
of the copper complexes as well [222]. On addition of calf thymus DNA, the 
complex experiences a shift in E1/2 as well as in Ep values. The ratio of Ipg/Ipc for 
the bound complex decreases (0.66) suggesting that calf thymus DNA is bound 
stiongly to the complex. The voltammetric peak current decreases upon addition 
of calf thymus DNA to the complex. The decrease in the current is due to the 
diffusion of the equilibrium mixture to the free and DNA bound metal complex to 
the electrode surface [208]. 
Kinetic studies 
The absorption spectia of calf thymus DNA and C25H36N5O2CUCI was recorded 
spectrophotometrically in MeOH/H20 (5:95) at A^ ax of calf thymus DNA at 
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260 mn and 30 °C temperature. The absorption spectra of the C25H36N5O2CUCI 
exhibit a soret band at 15503 cm"\ attributed to the d-d transition. Kinetics studies 
were carried at A^ ax of calf thymus DNA (260 mn) and after interaction of 
complex with calf thymus DNA, there is a red shift of ~ 9 nm and large 
hypochromicity is also observed. Small changes in A^ ax and hypochromicities 
have been observed in copper complexes upon interaction with calf thymus DNA 
[88,209]. Strong hypochromism and red shifts are usually attributed for 
intercalation [160]. The rate constant kobs s"^  values were calculated at varying 
concentration of calf thymus DNA (10 x 10'^ 12 x 10'^ 14 x 10"^ 16 x 10'^  
18 X 10"^  mol dm'^) by ploting logA versus time (Fig. 32a) and the plot of the kobs 
versus concentration of calf thymus DNA gave a straight line suggesting a pseudo-
first order dependence (Fig. 32b). On the basis of the kinetic data, the mechanism 
proposed is given in scheme 5. 
On the basis of proposed mechanism follovdng rate law has been deduced and is 
given in equation 1. 
kobs = kik2[DNA]/(k-i+k2) (1) 
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Figure 32 (a). Plot of logA versus time for C25H3gN50jCuCl at varying concentration 
of calf thymus DNA (10-18 x 10-' mol dm-^ ) (b). Plot of k^ ^^  versus DNA 
for the complex C j^H^gNjO^CuCl at the varying concentration of calf 
thymus DNA (10-18 x 10-^  mol dm-^ ). (Fixed concentration of the complex 
C^Hj^NjO^CuCl = 1 X 10-5 ^QI (iin-3) 
Table 5. Colour, ni.p., yield and elemental analysis of the complestes. 
Complex Colour Yeild M.p. Foimd/(Calcd.) % 
CQ H N 
C20H26N4CUCI2 Dark green 75 165 52.72 5.79 12.39 
C2oH26N4NiCl2 Dark red 
C25H36N5O2CUCI Blue 
C25H36N502NiCl Light green 
72 
60 
58 
180 
260(d) 
265(d) 
(52.63) 
53.20 
(53.09) 
56.08 
(55.97) 
56.47 
(56.39) 
(5.70) 
5.81 
(5.75) 
6.80 
(6.71) 
6.82 
(6.76) 
(12.28) 
12.45 
(12.38) 
13.23 
(13.05) 
13.26 
(13.15) 
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Table 6. I. R. Spectral data of the complexes (cm~ )^. 
Complex v(C=N) v(C=0) v(NH) v(CH2) v(M-N) v(M-O) 
C20H26N4CUCI2 1590 
C2oH26N4NiCl2 1594 
C25H36N5O2CUCI 1598 
C25H36N502NiCl 1592 
— 
— 
1640 
1630 
3290 
3293 
3289 
3296 
2950 
2945 
2947 
2951 
425 
420 
430 
445 
— 
— 
375 
395 
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Table 7. *H n. m. r. data of the complexes (p.p.m.) 
Complex NH(ni) CHjCm) Ar(m) CHsCm) 
C2oH26N4NiCl2 4.8-5.0 3.7-3.8 7.5-7.9 0.6-1.8 
C25H36N502NiCl 4.9-5.0 3.6-3.7 7.1-7.4 0.5-1.6 
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13 Table 8. C n.ni.r. data of the complexes (p.p.m.). 
Complex Phenyl carbon C=N C = 0 -CH2- -CH3- Ar-C= 
C2oH26N4NiCl2 108-124 149.6 160.1 38.2 20.1 108.6 
C25H36N502NiCl 120-127 142.0 165.4 39.1 22.3 109.7 
CHAPTER V 
Synthesis, characterization of new bimetallic complexes, 
electrochemistry and kinetics of DNA interactions 
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Chapter V 
Experimental 
C0CI2, NiCla, CuCla, (hydrated) (BDH), Triphenyltin chloride and Benzimidazole-
thiol (Fluka) were used as received. High purity H20/MeOH (95:5) was employed 
for the cyclic voltammetric studies with 0.4 M KNO3 as supporting electrolyte. 
Experiments were carried out at room temperature. 
Synthesis of Organotin Complex C25H2oN2SSn 
Benzimidazolethiol (0.150 g, 1 mmol) was dissolved in MeOH (50 cm ) and to 
this solution was added triphenyltin chloride (0.385 g, 1 mmol) in 1:1 molar ratio. 
The reaction mixture was boiled under reflux for ca. 98 h and then allowed to 
stand overnight in refrigerator. Shining cream coloured complex was isolated, 
washed with ether and dried in vacuo. 
Synthesis of Heterobimetallic complex C5oH4oN4S2Sn2CoCi2 
To the solution of organotin complex (0.499 g, 1 mmol) in ethanol (100 cm )^ was 
added C0CI2 (0.118 g, 0.5 mmol) in 2:1 molar ratio. The reaction mixture was 
boiled under reflux for ca. 70 h and allowed to cool in refrigerator. A bluish 
green complex was isolated, washed with ether and dried in vacuo. 
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Synthesis of Heterobimetallic complex C5oH4oN4S2Sn2CuCl2 
C25H2oN2SSn (0.499 g, 1 mmol) was dissolved in ethanol (100 cm )^ and CuCb 
(0.085 g, 0.5 mmol) was added in 2:1 molar ratio. The reaction mixture was 
boiled under reflux for ca. 20 h and allowed to cool in refrigerator. A dark green 
complex was isolated, washed with ether and dried in vacuo. 
Synthesis of Heterobimetallic complex C5oH4oN4S2Sn2NiCl2 
NiCl2 (0.118 g, 0.5 mmol) was dissolved in ethanol (50 cm )^ and to this solution 
was added C25H2oN2SSn (0.499 g, 1 mmol) in 1:2 molar ratio. The reaction 
mixture was boiled under reflux for ca. 78 h and allowed to cool in refrigerator. 
A cream complex was isolated, washed with ether and dried in vacuo. 
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Results and discussion 
I.r. spectra 
Important i.r. spectral data are listed in Table 10. The organotin complex of 
benzimidazolethiol shows a band at 3157 cm'^  due to v(NH) [223]. The formation 
of complex is evidenced by the absence of v(SH) band and appearance of v(Sn-S) 
band at 352 cm"' which is due to the coordination of the tin atom to the thiol group 
of benzimidazolethiol [224]. This is further substantiated by the disappearance of 
v(Sn-Cl) band. A medium intensity band due to v(C=N) was observed at 1593 
cm"' which shifts to 1605 cm"' after the insertion of the second metal ion 
[225,226]. This is further supported by the appearance of v(M-N) and v(M-S) 
bands at 475 cm"' and 345 cm"' respectively [227,228]. There was no major shift in 
v(NH) stretching frequency in the heterobimetallic complexes showing the non-
involvement of -NH group in the coordination. A medium intensity v(C-S) band 
was observed at 735 cm' [223]. The i. r. data is further supported by n. m. r. data. 
Electronic spectra 
The electronic spectrum of complex C25H2oN2SSn recorded in EtOH shows sharp 
bands at 43100 cm"' and 31250 cm"' respectively. The first band may be attributed 
to 7c - Tc* transitions and the another band at 31250 cm"' to n - TU* transitions. The 
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electronic spectrum of the complex C5oH4oN4S2Sn2CuCl2 shows three bands at ca 
31055, 27027 and 11000-13000 cm"'. The two bands at 31055 and 27027 cm"' are 
due to MLCT transitions. The other band at 11000 - 13000 cm'^  region was 
assigned to the ^Big—•^B2g transition, indicating square-planar geometry [210]. 
The complex C5oH4oN4S2Sn2NiCl2 exhibits a band at 23696 cm"' corresponding to 
'Ag ^ 'Eg transition characteristic of a square-planar geometry [229]. The 
electronic spectrum of complex C5oH4oN4S2Sn2CoCl2 display three bands at 
29069, 26666 and 20000 cm"'. The two bands at 26666 and 20000 cm"' are 
assignable to Aig • Eg and Aig • Bg transitions, respectively and 
are compatiable vvith a square-planar geometry [230]. 
E.p.r. spectrum 
The e.p.r. spectrum of copper(lI) complex recorded at room temperature shows 
signal for gn and gi at 2.23 and 2.09 respectively. The existence of gn > gi 
suggest that the dx^ . y is the ground state for tbe d^  configuration i.e., (eg)'*, (eig) ,^ 
(e2g)^ , (big)'[231]. The g values are related to axial symmetry parameter G by 
the expression G = (gii-2)/(gi-2) [201]. The value of G < 4, which indicates the 
presence of the exchange interaction in the complex. The presence of gn > gi ia 
the spectrum of copper(II) complex is evidence for square planar geometry around 
thecopper(II) atom [202]. 
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N. HL r. studies 
^H, ^^ C, and '^^ Sn n. m. r. studies were carried out to deduce the correct structure 
of the organotin and its mckel(II) complex and are given in Tables 11 and 12. The 
appearance of proton signal at 5 11.76 ppm due to NH group and the absence of 
proton signal due to SH group clearly indicates the formation of the organotin 
complex involving the thiol group. The aromatic protons show signal at 5 6.9 - 7.8 
ppm respectively. '^ ^Sn n.m.r. spectnrai have been run in DMSO. ^^ S^n chemical 
shifts was observed at -260.4 ppm. which indicates the four coordinate geometry 
around the tin atom [224]. No major shift was observed in the H^ n.m.r. spectrum 
of the nickel(II) complex confirming the fact that the metal atom coordinates 
through the azomethine group rather than the NH group. The NH proton signal 
was observed at 6 12.48 ppm. 
Redox behaviour 
CycUc voltammetry provides an insight into the mode of calf thymus DNA 
binding to the cobalt(II) complex. The cyclic voltammogram recorded for the 
cobalt(lI) complex in H20/MeOH (95:5) at a scan rate of O.IV s"* exhibits a 
quasi-reversible couple attributed to Co"/Co' with E1/2 values -0.372 and -0.168 V 
respectively. The ratio of anodic to the cathodic peak current Ipa/Ipc is ~ equal to 
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one. The profile of voltammogram is shown in Fig.33a. At different scan rates, the 
voltammogram do not show any major change (Fig.33b). For a reversible wave, Ep 
is independent of scan rate and Ip ( as well as the current at any point of the wave) 
is proportional to the v^'^ [184]. On addition of calf thymus DNA, the complex 
experiences a shift in E1/2 values of 5 mV and 10 mV respectively and change in 
the Ep value of 9 mV. The ratio of the anodic to the cathodic peak currents 
decreases, suggesting that calf thymus DNA moiety is bound strongly to the 
complex. In addition to the changes in the formal potential, the voltammetric peak 
currents decreases on addition of calf thymus DNA to the complex. The decrease 
in current is due to the diffusion of the equilibrium mixture to the free and calf 
thymus DNA bound metal complex to the electrode surface [208]. Moreover, 
triphenyltin complex is not readily accessible to the electrode surface which 
causes c.v. waves to diminish greatly due to the intercalation mode of the 
complex and calf thymus DNA {232]. Our results are consistent with earlier 
reports [228,233]. 
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Kinetic studies 
The absorption spectra of calf thymus DNA, mononuclear organotin complex and 
trinuclear cobalt(II) complex were recorded in MeOH/HjO at X ^ ax of calf thymus 
DNA at 260 nm and 30 °C temperature spectrophotometrically. 
Kinetics of the mononuclear complex 
The absorption spectra of organotin complex exhibits a soret band at 31250 cm' 
attributed to the metal ligand charge transfer transition (MLCT). On interaction 
with calf thymus DNA, there is red shift of 6 nm in the wavelength and large 
hypochromism which is due to the binding of the complex to the phosphate 
group of the calf thymus DNA backbone and induces change in the DNA 
conformation. The rate constants (kobs s"') were calculated at varying concentration 
of calf thymus DNA [10 x 10 ^ 12 x 10 ^ 14 x 10"^ 16 x 10"^  mol dm'^ ] by ploting 
of-logA versus time using the linear least square regression method (Fig.34a). The 
plots of kobs versus calf thymus DNA concentration gave a straight line suggesting, 
psuedo-first order dependence on the concentration of calf thymus DNA (Fig. 35a) 
On the basis of the results, the mechanism proposed is given in the scheme 7 
The rate law which holds good for the proposed mechanism is given as 
(equation 1) 
kobs = kik2 [DNA]/(k., + k2) (1) 
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Kinetics of the trinuclear complex 
The absorption spectrum of cobalt(II) complex C5oH4oN4S2Sn2CoCl2 exhibits 
bands at 26666 cm'' and a shoulder at 20000 cm'' respectively. On interaction 
with calf thymus DNA, the absorption spectrum shows red shifts in wavelength 
and hypochromism which are usually attributed to intercalation [160]. The rate 
constant (kobs s'') values were calculated at varying concentration of calf thymus 
DNA by ploting4ogA versus time (Fig.34b) and the plot of kobs versus [DNA] is 
linear suggesting a pseudo-fost order dependence (Fig. 35b). On the basis of the 
kinetic data, the mechanism proposed is 
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The rate law (equation 2) which was derived from the below proposed mechanism 
clearly explains the psuedo-&st order dependence on [DNA]. 
K'obs = k'ik'2[DNA]/(k'.i + k'2) (2) 
B 
A = C5oH4oN4S2Sn2CoCl2 S = Solvent 
B Intennediate complex, P = Product 
Scheme 8. 
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Figure 34 (a). Plot of -logA versus time for C25H2o^2 '^^ '^  ^ ^ varying concentration of 
calf thymus DNA (10-16 x 10-5 J^Q} (jm-s^  (5) pjot of- logA versus time for 
CjgH^N^S^CoSn^Cl^  at varying concentration of calf thymus DNA. (Fixed 
concentration of C^^ H^^ N S^Sn and C5„H^N4S2CoSa,Cl^ = 1 xlO-5 mol dm-^ ). 
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varying concentration of calf thymus DNA (10-16 x 10'^  mol dm"^ ) for 
CjoH^N^S^CoSOjCl^ . (Fixed concentration of C^^ Hj^ N^SSn and 
Cj^ H^N^S^CoSn^Clj =1x10"' mol drn'^ ). 
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CHAPTER VI 
Synthesis, characterization and kinetics of mono and hetero 
bimetallic complexes of bis(5- nitroindazolyl) methane 
towards calf thymus DNA 
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ChapterVI 
Experimental 
Mn(N03)2,Cu(N03)2, Ni(N03)2 and Co(N03)2 (hydrated), CH2O (BDH) 
and 5-Nitroindazole (Fluka), were used as received. Molar conductances 
were measured at room temperature on Digisun Electronic Conductivity 
Bridge. The column chromatography was carried out by using silica gel 
as adsorbent. High purity benzene and methanol was used as eluent in 
the separation process. 
Synthesis of ligand C15H10N6O4 
5-Nitroindazole (3.26 g, 20 mmol) was dissolved in absolute EtOH 
(100 cm^) and to this solution was added 33% CH2O(0.84 cm^JO mmol) 
in 2:1 molar ratio. The reaction mixture was refluxed for ca. 48 h and 
allowed to stand overnight in refrigerator. A cream coloured compound 
was isolated, washed thoroughly with Et20. The compound was further 
purified by column chromatography using silica gel as adsorbent. 
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Synthesis of monometallic complex C30H20N14O14CU 
To methanolic solution of ligand C15H10N6O4 (0.676 g, 2 mmol) was 
added Cu(N03)2 hydrated (0.241 g, 1 mmol) in 2:1 ratio. The reaction 
mixture was refluxed for ca. 70 h. and allowed to stand for 24 h in 
refrigerator, where dark green crystals appear. The crystals were filtered 
washed with Et20 and dried in vacuo. 
Synthesis of monometallic complex C3oB[2oNi40i4Ni 
Ni(N03)2 hydrated (0.291 g, 1 mmol) was dissolved in MeOH (50 cm^) 
and to this solution was added C15H10N6O4 (0.676 g, 2 mmol) in 1:2 
ratio. The reaction mixture was boiled to reflux for ca.72 h. and then 
allowed to stand for 24 h. in refrigerator. Greenish blue crystals appear 
which were filtered, washed with Et20 and dried in vacuo. 
Synthesis of monometallic complex C30H20N14O14C0 
A methanolic solution (50 cm ) of C15H10N6O4 (0.676 g, 2 mmol) was 
3> 
added to a solution (MeOH, 30 cm^ of Co(N03)2 hydrated (0.29Ig, 
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1 mmol) in 2:1 ratio. The mixture was refluxed for ca. 72 h. and cooled 
in refrigerator overnight. Light pink crystals were separated, filtered, 
washed with Et20 and dried in vacuo. 
Synthesis of monometallic complex C3oH2oNi40i4Mn 
C15H10N6O4 (0.676 g, 2 mmol) was dissolved in MeOH (50 cm^) and 
added to methanolic solution of Mn(N03)2 hydrated (0.25Ig, 1 mmol) in 
2:1 ratio. The reaction mixture was boiled to reflux for ca. 72 h. and 
allowed to cool in refrigerator for 24 h. Cream coloured crystals were 
obtained, filtered, washed with Et20 and dried in vacuo. 
Synthesis of bimetallic complex C32H26Ni40i4CuSnCl2 
To the solution of monometallic copper(II) complex (0.863 g, 1 mmol) 
in MeOH (60 cm^) was added (CH3)2SnCl2 (0.219 g, 1 mmol) in 1:1 
molar ratio. The reaction mixture was refluxed for 15 minutes on a 
water bath. A light green precipitate appears, which was filtered off, 
washed with hexane and dried in vacuo. 
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Synthesis of bimetallic complex C32H26Ni40i4CoSnCl2 
A solution of monometallic cobalt(II) complex (0.859 g, 1 mmol) in 
MeOH (60 cm^) was added (CH3)2SnCl2 (0.219 g, 1 mmol) in 1:1 molar 
ratio. The reaction mixture was heated for 2 h. at reflux on a water bath. 
Cream coloured precipitate was obtained, which was filtered, washed 
with ether and dried in vacuo. 
0,N 
2. N + CH,0 
96 
0,N 
0,N 
EtOH 
-H^O 
N ? / 
NO, 
(N03)2 
(N03)2 
Scheme 9. 
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Results and Discussion 
I.r. spectra 
Important i. r. spectral bands of the complexes are listed in Table 14. In the i. r. 
spectrum of free hgand, the absence of distinct band in (3000-3300) cm'^  region 
due to v(N-H) and appearance of v(C-H) at 2840 cm"^  supports the formation of 
ligand. A strong band at 1348 cm"' is assigned to v(N02) (sym. stretching) 
frequency and it has been observed that this peak remains unaltered in all the 
complexes, suggesting its non-involvement in the coordination. The coordination 
of metal ion to the nitrogen atom of pyrazole is evidenced by the appearance of 
v(M-N) band at 460-480 cm'' [235]. This was fiuther supported by shifting of 
v(N-N) band in the ligand from 1049 cm"' to 1060 cm"' in the complexes. An 
intense band at 1600 cm"' assigned to v(C=N) stretching frequency of free ligand 
shows no shift in the monometallic complexes, indicating its non-involvement in 
the coordination. The formation of the bimetallic complexes is evidenced by the 
change in v(C=N) stretching frequency from 1600-1575 cm"' evidencing the 
involvement of azomethine group in the coordination [210]. This was ftulher 
substantiated by appearance of bands v(Sn-C), v(Sn-N) and v(Sn-Cl) at 544 cm"', 
493 cm"' and 250 cm"' respectively [236]. 
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Electronic spectra 
The electronic spectrum of ligand recorded in MeOH shows sharp bands 
at 44247, 39215 and 33003 cm"^ respectively. The first two bands may 
be attributed to the %-n* transition and the band at 33003 cm'^ may be 
due to n-7u* transition (Fig. 36). 
1. 800 
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1 .-ItJO 
i. 200 
ABS l•000^ 
0.800-I 
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O. OOO-
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1 I 
290.0 
T 
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WAUELENGTH Cnn> 
37O.0 
Figure 36. Absorption spectrum of ligand C15H10N6O4 
The electronic spectrum of monometallic copper(II) complex recorded 
in MeOH shows a broad band in the range 11000-18700 cm"^  which may 
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be due to combination of ^Big-> ^Aag' ^Big -> B^2g and ^Big -> E^g 
transitions which is characteristic of square planar environment around 
the copper(II) ion [198,199]. The electronic spectrum of the bimetallic 
complex C32H26Ni40i4CuSnCl2 recorded in MeOH shows similar broad 
band in 10000-17240 cm'^  region attributed to square planar geometry 
around copper(II) ion, but the broad signal shifts to lower wavenumber, 
which is due to the change in chemical environment after the insertion 
of second metal. The absorption bands observed in 24300-28700 cm'^  
range in the complex are attributed to MLCT transitions. Nickel(II) 
complex C3oH2oNi40i4Ni shows a band at 15625 cm'^  typical of square 
planar geometry [237]. Cobalt(II) complex C30H20N14O14C0 exhibit two 
bands in MeOH in 15000-16500 cm'^  region and another band of high 
intensity in 18200-22000 cm'^ However relatively higher intensity of 
second band implies that charge transfer transition also contribute to the 
spectra. The first bands are assigned to ^Aig -> ^Big and ^Aig -> E^g 
transitions respectively for square planar cobalt(n) complexes [238,239] 
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Figure 37. Absorption spectrum of copper(II) complex 
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Figure 38. Absorption spectrum of bimetallic copper(II) complex. 
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E. p. r. spectra 
The e.p.r. spectrum of copper(II) complex have been recorded at 25°C 
and shows signal for g and g^ ^ at 2.29 and 2.00 respectively. The 
existence of gjj>gj^ suggests that dx^.y^ is the ground state with d^(Cu^^) 
configuration i. e. (eg)'*(aig)^(b2g)^(big)^ [231]. The e .p. r. spectrum of 
bimetallic complex also shows g and g^ ^ values as 2.29 and 2.07. These 
values are evidence for square planar geometry around the Cu" ion after 
X 3300 =t 1000 
Figure 39. E. p. r. spectrum of monometallic copper(II) complex 
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the complexation with Sn'^ in the bimetallic complex [202]. The e. p. r. spectrmn 
of Manganese(II) complex reveals g^^ and g^^ values as 2.31 and 1.97 which is also 
indicative of the square planar geometry for manganese complex. 
N. m. r. spectra 
To clearly understand the structure of ligand and monometallic 
1 1 Q 
complexes, H n. m. r, and C n. m. r. have been carried out and are 
given in the Tables 15, 16 and 17. On the basis of ^H n. m. r complete 
resonance assignments have been carried out for the ligand C15H10N6O4 
using 2D cosy n. m. r technique (Fig. 40). The ^H n. m. r spectrum of 
ligand recorded in DMSO shows a singlet at 5.8 ppm due to -CH protons 
of pyrazole [204]. The phenyl protons show multiplet at (7.7-8.7) ppm. Since 
-NH proton signal was not observed in the H^ n. m. r. spectrum of the ligand, it 
evidences the non involvement of the -CH group and the involvement of -NH 
group in the formation of ligand. Also the appearence of -CH2 singlet at 3.3 ppm. 
substantiates its formation. The H^ n. m. r spectrum of nickel(II) complex 
recorded in DMSO shows similar signals but the -CH signal of pyrazole shifts to 
13.7 ppm. indicating a change in the enviromnent of the bond on coordination. 
'! . 1 1 . 
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; i 
Figure 40. 2D COSYn. m. r. spectrum. 
Electrochemical studies 
The redox behaviour of free mono and bimetallic copper(II) complex 
and calf thymus DNA bound monometallic as well as bimetallic 
copper(II) complex has been studied by cyclic voltammetry to under-
stand the DNA binding. The cyclic voltammogram recorded for the 
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monometallic copper(II) complex in MeOH/H20 (5:95) at scan rate of 
0.1 V s'' is shown in Figure 41a. The monometallic copper(II) complex 
reveals quasi-reversible and one electron electron transfer Cu"/Cu^ 
couple corresponding to Em values -0.620 V and -0.656 V at scan rate 
of 0.1 V s'^ respectively. The difference between the cathodic and anodic 
potential AEp is 62 mv (approx. to that of nernstian value of 59 mV) 
and the Ipa/Ipc values are slightly less than one (0.7). At different scan 
rates, the voltammogram do not show any major change (Fig.41b). For a 
reversible/quasi-reversible wave, £„ is independent of scan rate and Ip 
as well as current at any point of the wave is proportional to o '^^  [184]. 
Another couple was observed, which may probably be due to adsorption 
on the electrode, a common phenomenon observed in copper complexes. 
On interaction with calf thymus DNA (Fig.41c), the mono—metallic 
copper(n) complex experiences shift in E1/2 values of 10 and 17 mV at 
the same scan rate. The ratio of Ipa/Ipc ^^r free complex was 0.7 while 
for calf thymus DNA bound complex, the ratio decreases to 0.6 which 
suggests the binding of calf thymus DNA to the complex. The bimetallic 
copper(II) complex reveals a quasi-reversible well separated redox half 
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waves corresponding to E1/2 values -0.569 and -0.607 V respectively due 
to the reduction of Cu"/Cu' (Fig 42a). At different scan rates, the 
voltammogram do not show any major change and is independent of 
scan rate (Fig. 42b). On addition of calf thymus DNA (Fig.42c), the 
bimetallic complex show similar voltammogram but shift in E1/2 values. 
The ratio of Ipa/Ipc ^^^ bimetallic complex decreases (0.40), which 
clearly evidences the strong binding of bimetallic complex to the calf 
thymus DNA. Because of intercalation binding, the bimetallic complex 
of tin is not readily accessible to the electrode, which causes the peak 
current of c.v. waves to diminish greatly [232]. Moreover, the shift of 
peak potentials after calf thymus DNA interaction with complex 
indicates the ion interaction with the complex and calf thymus DNA 
[240]. This mode may be interaction between bimetallic complex and 
calf thymus DNA via the phosphate group of calf thymus DNA. 
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Figure 42 (a) Cyclic voltammogram of the bimetallic copper(II) complex 
(b) Cyclic voltammogram of bimetallic copper(II) complex at 
different scan rates, (c) Cyclic voltammogram of the bimetallic 
copper(II) complex after addition of calf thymus DN A 
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Kinetic studies 
The absorption spectra of calf thymus DNA, calf thymus DNA bound 
monometallic and bimetallic complex with varying concentrations of 
DNA (10 X 10"^ 12 X 10-^ 14 x 10"^ 16 x 10'^  18 x 10"^  mol dm'^) were 
recorded spectrophotometrically. The absorption spectrum of calf 
thymus DNA recorded a band at 260 nm. The absorption spectrum of 
complex C30H20N14O14CU obtained in MeOH exhibited three well 
resolved bands at 28653, 26809 and 24338 cm"^  respectively. These 
bands are attributed to the MLCT transitions and a broad band at 13642 
cm'^  in visible region due to d-d transition. The kinetic studies were 
carried out at 'kjaax (^^^ ^^) ^^ ^^^^ thymus DNA. On interaction with 
calf thymus DNA, the absorption spectrum shows shift ca.6 nm towards 
longer wavelength and shows hypochromicity (Fig. 43) These small 
changes in ?»-niax ^^^ ^^ ®^ accompanied by decrease in absorbance 
intensity. Such small increase in ^max ^^^ hypochromicity have been 
observed in the copper complexes on their interaction with calf thymus 
DNA [88,209]. The rate constant kobs values were obtained by linear 
least square regression method. A set of kinetic measurements were 
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made at different concentrations of calf thymus DNA by ploting of logA 
versus time (Fig. 44a) and these experiments exhibit excellent linear 
behaviour based on pseudo-first order equation of calf thymus DNA 
with metal complex (Fig. 44b). On the basis of the kinetic data 
following mechanism has been proposed. 
«^ .^ ^  AT 
N N -1 N :hN 
A 
A= QnH.nNuOuCu M-^^A 
B = Intermediate Complex B + DNA-
P= Produa S 
Scheme 10. 
^2 M 
N '—N 
P = Produa S = Solvent DNA 
From the above mechanism the following rate law has been deduced 
kobs = kik2[DNA]/(k.,+k2) (1) 
Similarly in the case of bimetallic complex after interaction with calf 
thymus DNA, the absorption spectrum exhibits red shift ca. 8 nm and 
large hypochromicity was observed. The spectral changes are characteri-
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zed by one or more isobestic points maintained throughout the set of 
experiment. Strong hypochromism is attributable to the interaction 
between electronic states of binding chromophore and that of DNA 
bases and red shifts are usually observed for intercalation [160] under 
pseudo-first order conditions. The kobs values were obtained by ploting 
logA values versus time (Fig.45a) and the plot of kobs versus calf 
thymus DNA concentration show linear plot (Fig.45b). On the basis of 
the kinetic data, mechanism proposed has been given in scheme II. 
The rate law for the reaction of calf thymus DNA with the bimetallic 
complexes is given. 
Kobs = k'ik'2[DNAJ / (k'.,+k'2) (2) 
During the kinetic studies, we have observed intercalative binding with 
calf thymus DNA, since both the monometallic as well as bimetallic 
complexes shows red shift and hypochromicity. 
Kinetic experiments and voltammetric responses reveal that the 
complexes of bis(5-nitroindazolyl) methane as fine intercalators as there 
is decrease in peak current in presence of calf thymus DNA in these 
complexes. 
M/ 
a 
(B,) 
+ s 
B2 * DNA 
a ^ 
k-'i 
Bi = C32H26Ni40i4CuSnCl2, S = Solvent, 
N-
(B2) 
N' DNA 
DMA 
<iSi> 
DNA 
(P) 
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B2 = Intermediate complex, P = Product. 
Scheme 11. 
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